
NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE
Simone Weil's Philosophy of Culture
Readings Toward a Divine Humanity
Richard Bell, Editor
This is one of the very few books available in English to
present a comprehensive interpretation of the philosophy
of Simone Weil and how her thought can help us think about
issues of contemporary importance such as work, justice, the
law, war and peace, and matters of more general moral and
theological concern.
Contributors:/ P. Little, Rowan Williams, D. Z. Phillips, Diogenes
Allen, Martin Andic, Andrew A. Devaux, EricO. Springsted, Clare
B. Fischer, Richard H. Bell, Ronald K. L. Collins, Finn E. Nielsen,
Patrick Sherry, AnnLoades, H. L. Finch
43263-4 Hardcover $54.95

Bernstein:
The Preconditions of Socialism
Eduard Bernstein
Henry Tudor, Editor
Originally published in 1899, the first complete new transla-
tion of Bernstein's influential work provides an unabridged
edition of his classic defence of democratic socialism and
the first significant critique of revolutionary Marxism from
within the movement.
Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought
39121-0 Hardcover $54.95/39808-8 Paper$15.95

Politics and Rationality
Rational Choice in Application
William James Booth, Patrick James,
and Hudson Meadwell, Editors
Despite an increasing number of collections devoted to the
methods of rational choice theory, this volume is unique in
consisting of substantive applications in three of the main
fields of political inquiry: comparative politics, international
relations and political theory.
Contributors: Amartya Sen, Jean Hampton, Williamjames Booth,
Michael Taylor, Peter Lange, George Tsebelis, Barbara Geddes,
Hudson Meadwell, Mancur Olson, Mark A. Boyer, T. Clifton
Morgan, Patrickjames
43409-2 Hardcover $54.95/43568-4 Paper $17.95

Value, Welfare, and Morality
R. G. Freyand Christopher W. Morris, Editors
Addressing critical issues in normative ethical theory, a subject
of considerable controversy in contemporary ethics, these
original essays provide an overview, analysis, and attempted
resolution of the controversies which have arisen in part
because of the current reconsideration of utilitarianism.
Contributors: Simon Blackburn, David Brink, John Broome, David
Copp, Jonathan Dancy, R. G. Frey, David Gauthier, James Griffin,
Gilbert Harman, Eric Mack, Christopher W. Morris, Warren Quinn,
Arthur Ripstein, L. W. Sumner, Larry Temkin
41696-5 Hardcover $59.95

Prize Possession
The United States and the Panama Canal, 1903-1979
John Major
Prize Possession is a comprehensive history of U.S. policy
toward the Panama Canal between 1903 and 1979, focusing
on five key themes: the Canal's defense and place in American
strategy; the Zone's autocratic system of government; its segre-
gated labor force; its commercial development; and the equally
controversial issue of U.S. intervention in Panamanian politics.
43306-1 Hardcover $49.95

Now in paperback...

Constitutionalism and Democracy
Jon Elster and Rune Slagstad, Editors
"This book provides a needed candid eye; it combines
theoretical reach and historical perspective; it is at once
timely and topical." —Choice
Contributors: Bruce Ackerman, Jon Elster, Stephen Holmes,
Jennifer Nedelsky, Adam Przeworski, Francis Sejersted,
Rune Slagstad, Cass Sunstein
Studies in Rationality and Social Change
45721-1 Paper $17.95

Popular Mobilization in Mexico
The Teachers' Movement, 1977-87
Joe Foweraker
This book explores the process of popular political mobi-
lization in contemporary Mexico through the experience
of the country's most important popular organization—
the teachers' movement.
44147-1 Hardcover $59.95

Cambridge Encyclopedia of Japan
Richard Bowring and Peter Kornicki, Editors
"A newcomer to Japan would do well to read this book
straight through, and would not find any of it indigesti-
ble or tedious... a brave and valuable enterprise, which
is distinguished not only for the quality of the contribu-
tions but also for being quite simply such a good read."
40352-9 Hardcover $49.95 -InsightJapan

Jean-Paul Sartre and the
Politics of Reason
A Theory of History
Andrew Dobson
Andrew Dobson charts Sartre's transformation from
novelist and apolitical philosopher of existentialism,
before the Second World War, to a committed defender
of Marxism and Marxist method after it.
43449-1 Hardcover $54.95

Frames of Deceit
A Study of the Loss and Recovery of
Public and Private Trust
Peter Johnson
Frames of Deceit is a philosophical investigation of the
nature of trust in public and private life. It examines how
trust originates, how it is challenged, and how it is recov-
ered when moral and political imperfections collide.
43193-X Hardcover $49.95

Interstate Crisis Behaviour,
1816-1980
Realism versus Reciprocity

Russell J. Leng
In this book Russell Leng examines the behaviour of
nations in forty militarised crises occurring between 1816
and 1980. He employs a mass of empirical data to consider
the conditions under which crises escalate to war or are
resolved peacefully.
Cambridge Studies in International Relations 28
39141-5 Hardcover $49.95
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NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE
The Renewal of Islamic Law
Muhammad Baqer as-Sadr, Najaf and
the Shi'i International
ChibliMallat
This is the first comprehensive study in English of the life
and works of Muhammad Baqer as-Sadr—an Iraqi scholar
who made an important contribution to the renewal of
Islamic law and politics in the contemporary Middle East.
43319-3 Hardcover $54.95

The Critical Mass in
Collective Action
A Micro-Social Theory
Gerald Marwell and Pamela Oliver
This book analyzes the social pressure whereby groups
solve the problem of collective action—that each member
of a group wants other members to make necessary sacri-
fices while he or she "free rides," reaping the benefits of
collective action without doing the work.
Studies in Rationality and Social Change
30839-9 Hardcover $44.95

The Cambridge Companion to Hume
David Fate Norton, Editor
Contributors -.John Biro, Robert Fogelin, John Gaskin, Peter Jones,
Terence Penelhum, Alexander Rosenberg, Andrew Skinner, David
Wootton, Knud Haakonssen, David Fate Norton
Cambridge Companions to Philosophy
38273-4 Hardcover $59.95/38710-8 Paper $17.95

Liberalism and the
Economic Order
Ellen Frankel Paul and Jeffrey Paul, Editors
Contributors: Norman Barry, John Gray, James M. Buchanan,
Svetozar Pejovich, William H. Riker, David L. Weimer, Don
Lavoie, Russell Hardin, RichardJ. Arneson, Daniel M. Hausman,
Peter C. Ordeshook, Allen Buchanan, Robert H. Frank, Joshua
Cohen, Joel Rogers
Social Philosophy and Policy 10:2
45724-6 Paper $24.95

Citizenship and Employment
Investigating Post-Industrial Options
Jocelyn Pixley
Jocelyn Pixley's book is a reappraisal of the employment
debate. It asks whether there is an alternative to wage labor
that does not undermine citizen rights. Citizenship and
Employment blends a range of theoretical, historical and
sociological approaches to a contentious issue facing all
capitalist societies.
41793-7 Hardcover $54.95

Priestley: Political Writings
Joseph Priestley
Peter Miller, Editor
Joseph Priestley (1733-1804) was arguably the most
important English theorist to focus on the issue of polit-
ical liberty during the English Enlightenment. This new
collection will be the first to render accessible his Essay
on First Principles, The Present State of Liberty and the
Letter of Advice.
Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought
41540-3 Hardcover $49.95/42561-1 Paper $14.95

The Ethiopian Revolution
1974-1987
A Transformation from an Aristocratic to
Totalitarian Autocracy
Andargachew Tiruneh
This book is the most comprehensive account of the
Ethiopian revolution currently available, dealing with almost
the entire span of the revolutionary government's life.
43082-8 Hardcover $69.95

An Approach to Political
Philosophy: Locke in Contexts
James Tully
John Locke (1632-1704) is one of the most important
and original political philosophers of all time. This study
combines the author's most original and innovative state-
ments in a systematic treatment of Locke's thought that
is contextual and critical.
43060-7 Hardcover $59.95/43638-9 Paper $18.95

Internationalism and the
Ideology of Soviet Influence
Jonathan C. Valdez
This timely book explores the role of ideology in the
maintenance and subsequent collapse of Soviet influence
in Eastern Europe.
41438-5 Hardcover $59.95

The War Puzzle
John A. Vasquez
In constructing a new scientific explanation of the causes
of war, this study examines its common factors to discover
why it occurs and to delineate the typical path by which
relatively equal states have become embroiled in wars
within the modern global system.
36673-9 Hardcover $59.95 / 36674-7 Paper $17.95

Politics and the People
A Study in English Political Culture, c. 1815-1867
James Vernon
Drawing on a vast range of oral, visual and printed sources,
this book aims to expand our conception of the politics
of nineteenth-century England. Through such sources,
nineteenth-century English politics become resolved into a
story about the struggle to define the nation's constitution,
past, present and future.
42090-3 Hardcover $69.95

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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DAVID A. KORN
The gripping account of the

1973 murder of two American
diplomats by the Palestinian

terrorist group Black
September in Khartoum—and
how the U.S. government failed
to bring the assassins to justice.

Reads like a thriller.

" . . . one of the most riveting,
moving, thrilling, and

exhilarating books I have read in
years. ...A masterpiece."

—Steven Emerson

" . . . a superb achievement."
—Barry Rubin

" . . . a sad, tragic story but Horn
writes it with the skill and pacing

of the best of authors of
espionage thrillers."

—Jim Hoagland

Published in association with
the Institute for the Study of

Diplomacy, Georgetown
University

CLOTH $24.95

THE POLITICS OF
MISCALCULATION
IN THE
MIDDLE EAST
Richard B. Parker
Parker, a former diplomat, presents three
detailed studies of policy failures that he be-
lieves were precipitated by miscalculations
—miscalculations that led to the June 1967
Arab-Israeli war, the Soviet military interven-
tion in Egypt in 1970, and the disastrous
Lebanese-Israeli peace agreement of 1983.
Indiana Series in Arab and Islamic Studies
cloth $45.00 paper $17.95

MUSLIM IDENTITY
AND SOCIAL
CHANGE IN SUB-
SAHARAN AFRICA
Edited by Louis Brenner
These essays constitute a timely exploration
of the dynamism of Islam as a force for
shaping identity and for social and political
change across Africa today.
cloth $35.00 paper $14.95

RUSSIA'S MUSLIM
FRONTIERS
New Directions
in Cross-Cultural Analysis
Edited by Dale F. Eickelman
Russian, Central Asian, and American
scholars appraise recent political and
religious developments among Russia's
Muslim neighbors.
Indiana Series in Arab and Islamic Studies
cloth $29.95 paper $12.95

POWER/feESISTANCE
local politics and the chaotic state
Andrew Kirby
aAn intelligent, imaginative, and
integrative work."—James Farr
Kirby explores the growth of the state
historically, tracing the displacement of
power away from localities. He shows,
however, that this is not a completed
process: very different social, political, and
economic practices continue within
localities throughout the industrial nations.
cloth $27.50

TRANSITION TO
PALESTINIAN SELF-
GOVERNMENT
Practical Steps toward
Israeli-Palestinian Peace
American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
Ann Mosely Lesch, principal author
a... detailed and concrete proposals for
addressing the numerous problems that
will arise in implementing the transition
to any form of Palestinian self-rule."
—Lee H. Hamilton, U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives, Committee on Foreign Affairs

"Anyone seriously interested in the
current Arab-Israeli peace negotiations
would do well to consult this report."
—Foreign Affairs
Published in association with the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences
cloth $27.50 paper $10.95

EVERYDAY LIFE
IN THE MUSLIM
MIDDLE EAST
Edited by Donna Lee Bowen
and Evelyn A. Early
Stories,
poems,
essays, and
photographs
bring to life
the everyday
lives, hopes,
and beliefs
of Muslim
Middle
Easterners.
Indiana
Series in
Arab and
Islamic Studies
illustrated, cloth $39.95 paper $16.95

At bookstores or from

INDIANA
UNIVERSITY

Bloomingtm, IN 47404 SS
Orders: 1-800-842-6796
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Employment and Human Rights
The International Dimension
Richard Lewis Siegel
Siegel traces the historical development of the right to employment as
well as regional and global efforts to achieve full employment.
A volume in the Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights.

1993. 272pp. Cloth, 3211-9, $34.95

V

Human Rights in Crisis
The International System for Protecting Rights During
States of Emergency
Joan M. Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick offers the first systematic and comprehensive effort to
examine the multifaceted system for monitoring human rights abuses
during states of emergency. Unlike previous studies, this book does not

focus on substantive norms governing crises, but rather on how those

norms might best be implemented.
Volume 19 in the Procedural Aspects of International Law Series.

Feb. 1994. 280pp. Cloth, 3238-0, $39.95

Taxes on Knowledge in America
Exactions on the Press from Colonial Times to the Present
Randall P. Bezanson
Jun. 1994. 352pp. Cloth, 3212-7, $44.95 (tent.)

V

The International Commission of Jurists
Global Advocates for Human Rights
Howard B. Tolley,Jr.
A volume in the Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights.
Spring 1994. 304pp, 23 illus. Cloth, 3254-2, $36.95 (tent.)

V

Private Ads in Public Places
A Social History of Divorce in the Formative Era of
American Family Law
Richard Chused
Spring 1994. 200pp. Cloth, 3202-X, $29.95 (tent.)

Learning from Disaster
Risk Management After Bhopal
Edited by Sheila Jasanoff
A volume in the Law in Social Context Series.
Spring 1994. 336pp, 4 illus. Cloth, 3250-X, $39.95 (tent);paper, 1352-
X, $19.95 (tent.)

Genocide
Conceptual and Historical Dimensions
Edited by George Andreopoulos
A volume in the Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights.
Jun 1994. 288pp, 4 illus. Cloth, 3249-6, $34.95 (tent.)

Emancipation
The Making of the Black Lawyer, 1844-1944
J. Clay Smith, Jr.
Foreword by Justice Thurgood Marshall
"It should be read by everyone interested in understanding the road African-

Americans have traveled and the challenges that lie ahead"—from the

Foreword by Justice Thurgood Marshall.

In this, the first truly comprehensive social and political history of black

lawyers in America, Smith presents a one-hundred-year study of the

achievements black lawyers attained in the face of overwhelming odds.

1993. 728pp, 30 illus. Cloth, 3181-3, $56.95

Constructing White Collar Crime
Rationalities, Communication, Power
Joachim J. Savelsberg with Contributions by Peter Briihl
A volume in the Law and Social Context Series.
Jun. 1994. 408pp, 27 illus. Cloth, 3240-2, $29.95 (tent.)

University of
Pennsylvania Press
To oder, call tUfree: 800^45-9880
MasterCard & Visa accepted.
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new & noteworthy from . . . PENN STATE PRESS

ETHAN A. NADELMANN
Cops Across Borders
The Internationalization of
U.S. Criminal Law Enforcement

"Nadelmann's outstanding book illuminates
with impressive detail a dimension of security
policy about which we know far too little, the
international activities of national police forces.
This book opens up a new area of research for
students of international relations."

—Peter Katzenstein, Cornell University
480 pages cloth: $55.00 paper: $16.95

DALE A. HATHAWAY
Can Workers Have a Voice?
The Politics of Deindustrialization
in Pittsburgh
"Can Workers Have a Voice? is much more
comprehensive than other studies of the reac-
tion of workers to the process of deindustr-
ialization, and it takes the workers' perspective
more fully into account. It emphasizes the
elite role in deploying power in various forms
and identifies such power usage convincingly.
It is distinctive in the field."
—Kenneth M. Dolbeare, Evergreen State College

248 pages 10 charts $29.95

ANNE PHILLIPS
Democracy and Difference
Inspired by a vision of democracy through
difference, Anne Phillips calls for a "politics of
democratic engagement" that neither denies
nor capitulates to the particularity of group
identity but promotes the construction of
broader community and solidarity through the
active involvement of people trying to sort out
their differences themselves.

176 pages cloth: $30.00 paper: $14.95

GEORGE E. MARCUS and
RUSSELL L. HANSON, editors
Reconsidering the
Democratic Public
"Political science has the bad habit of trying to
keep normative theory and empirical research
in separate compartments. This book shows
that interesting and important things can hap-
pen when you bring democratic theory and
the study of democratic politics together."
—Charles W.Anderson, University ofWisconsin

464 pages cloth: $55.00 paper: $15.95

RONALD J. HREBENAR and
CLIVE S. THOMAS, editors
Interest Group Politics in
the Northeastern States
Interest Group Politics in the Northeastern
States examines each of the twelve northeast-
ern states in a separate chapter that seeks to
convey the flavor and dynamics of politics in
that state as a foundation for explaining the
lobbying activities found within the state.
Contributors are: Ronald J. Hrebenar, Sarah
McCally Morehouse, Janet B. Johnson, Joseph
A. Pika, Douglas I. Hodgkin, Ronald C.
Lippincott, Larry W. Thomas, John C. Berg,
Robert Egbert, Michelle Ann Fistek, Barbara
G. Salmore, Stephen A. Salmore, David L.
Cingranelli, Patricia McGee Crotty, Mark S.
Hyde, Frank Bryan, Ann Hallowell, James R.
Oxendale, Allan S. Hammock, and Clive S.
Thomas.

416 pages 4 illus. cloth: $55.00 paper: $18.95.

PETER McCAFFERY
When Bosses Ruled
Philadelphia
The Emergence of the
Republican Machine, 1867-1933
"This is the most thoughtful and intensive
analysis of the emergence of a political ma-
chine of any written in recent years.
McCaffery has mastered the theory and his-
toriography of the political machine in gen-
eral and applied this to a wealth of sources in
Philadelphia. His questions are rigorously
formulated, exhaustively researched, and
convincingly stated."

—Terrence J. McDonald, University of Michigan
304 pages 10 illus. $35.00

ROBERT K. MURRAY and
TIM H. BLESSING
Greatness in the
White House
Rating the Presidents
Second Edition,
Updated through Ronald Reagan
" . . . The most ambitious objective of studies of
presidential greatness, suggested in the authors'
summary, is to identify the characteristics which
make a successful president, in order to predict
the performance of candidates. Murray and
Blessing provide a fairly comprehensive survey
of the studies that attempt this."

—Maryland Historical Magazine
192 pages cloth: $30.00 paper: $14.95

THORNTON ANDERSON
Creating the Constitution
The Convention of 1787 and
the First Congress
". . . This is an original, interesting, and useful
analysis of the role of the First Congress in the
founding of the Ametican political system.
Anderson's book will undoubtedly engender
some controversy, but it should also lead to a
reconsideration of the Constitutional Conven-
tion as the defining moment in the creation of
the American republic."

—Donald S. Lutz, University of Houston
240 pages cloth: $35.00 paper: $14.95

MARTIN MELOSI, editor
Urban Public Policy
Historical Modes and Methods

A collection of essays providing fresh new
insights on a broad range of urban themes.
Contributors are: Martin V. Melosi, Carl
Abbott, Paul George Lewis, Noel A. Cazenave,
Sy Adler, Harold L. Plan, Alan Mayne, and
Seymore J. Mandelbaum.
Issues in Public Policy #3 206 pages paper: $13.95

CYNTHIA ARNSON
Crossroads
Congress, the President, and
Central America, 1976-1993
Second Edition

"A highly informative year-by-year account of
the making of United States policy toward El
Salvador and Nicaragua in the Reagan era.
Ms. Arnson, a former Congressional aide who
[taught] international relations at American
University, provides a careful and noninflam-
matory reading of the issues that both divided
and united the two branches of government—
no mean feat considering how highly charged
a subject this remains."

— The New York Times Book Review
336 pages cloth: $45.00 paper: $14.95

PENN STATE PRESS
Barbara Building, Suite C
University Park, PA 16802
MasterCard/VISA orders,

call toll-free 800-326-9180.
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Pitt Series in
Policy and Institutional Studies

BERT A. ROCKMAN, SERIES EDITOR

New!

Making Common
Sense of Japan
Steven R. Reed

A look at certain puzzling aspects of Japanese culture—
such as "permanent employment" and the cooperation
between business and government—which make
common sense when viewed in context.

$15.95 paper
ISBN 0-8229-5510-5

The Japanese Prime Minister and Public Policy
Kenji Hayao
The first full-length study of the Japanese prime minister's role and influence on public policy,
his relationships with other actors in the policy process, and the structure of his staff and advisors.
$16.95 paper / ISBN 0-8229-5493-1

New!

Thatcher, Reagan,
and Mulroney
In Search of a New Bureaucracy
Donald J. Savoie
$19.95 paper / ISBN 0-8229-5519-9

Researching the Presidency
Vital Questions, New Approaches
George C. Edwards III, John H. Kessel,
and Bert A. Rockman, Editors
$22.95 paper / ISBN 0-8229-5494-X

The Development of the
Dutch Welfare State
From Workers' Insurance
to Universal Entitlement
Robert H. Cox
$59.95 cloth / ISBN 0-8229-3760-3

Advising West European
Governments
Inquiries, Expertise, and Public Policy
B. Guy Peters and Anthony Barker, Editors
$19.95 paper / ISBN 0-8229-6099-0

Available at bookstores, or

University of Pittsburgh Press
C/O CUP SERVICES, P.O. BOX 6525, ITHACA, NY 14851 / 800-666-2211
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Rethinkin
Political Science from Columbia

REAL CHOICES/
NEW VOICES
The Case for Propor-
tional Representation
Elections in the
United States
Douglas). Amy,
Mount Holyoke College
2 2 4 PAGES

2 0 TABLES AND GRAPHS / $ 2 9 . 5 0 , CLOTH

At a time when the American electoral system
has been criticized as unfair, outmoded, and
undemocratic, Amy propounds proportional
representation, demonstrating that it would
create more representative legislatures; mini-
mize wasted votes; eliminate gerrymandering;
encourage issue-oriented campaigns; enhance
representation of women and minorities; and,
ultimately, increase voter turnout.

New in paper...

THE ORIGINS OF DEMO-
CRATIZATION IN POLAND
Michael Bemhard, Pennsylvania State University
4 0 0 PAGES / $ 1 7 .50 , PAPERBACK

Bernhard's detailed analysis of the movement
for democracy in Poland before the birth of
Solidarity pays special attention to the histori-
cal weakness of the Polish state, the economic
crisis of the late 1970s, and the two most
important activist groups that began the
democratic process: the Workers Defense
Committee and the Committee for the
Foundation of Free Trade Unions.

New in paper...

ARMS CONTROL IN
THE PRENUCLEAR ERA
The United States and Naval Limitation
Between the Two World Wars

Robert Gordon Kaufman, University of Vermont
2 8 9 PAGES / $ 1 6 . 0 0 , PAPERBACK

Kaufman adopts a broad international approach
as he examines the naval arms limitation
process that culminated with treaties intended
to end the naval competition between the
United States, Great Britain, and Japan—the
Washington treaties of 1922, the London Treaty
of 1930, and the London Treaty of 1936.

MAHATMA
GANDHI
Nonviolent Power
in Action

Dennis Dalton,
Barnard College
288 PAGES
$29.50, CLOTH

Dalton's political hiogra-
phy moves from the birth of Gandhi's method
of nonviolent resistance in South Africa to an
in-depth analysis of two of his signal triumphs:
the civil disobedience movement of 1930 and
the historic Calcutta fast of 1947. Dalton
reveals Gandhi as a political theorist who was
vitally concerned with practice and who per-
sistently tested his beliefs in the crucible of
politics. He pays particular attention to the
role of religious faith in Gandhi's social
reform, how his views on the caste system
affected his political idealism, and his chang-
ing perception of his own identity.

ECONOMIC
VULNERABILITY
IN INTER-
NATIONAL
RELATIONS

East-West Trade,
Investment and Finance
Beverly Crawford,
University of California,
Berkeley

334 PAGES / $17.50, PAPERBACK
$55.00, CLOTH

"An insightful discussion of the economic
vulnerabilities in East-West trade likely to
emerge in a post-Cold War world."
—Michael Mastanduno, Dartmouth College

"Crawford's book represents a major step for-
ward in our understanding of the interplay of
economic and international security concerns.
No one has done a better job of extrapolating
the lessons of the Cold War era to the post-
Cold War world."

—Barry Eichengreen,
University of California, Berkeley

THE
UNITED
STATES

ISRAEL

THE UNITED
STATES AND
ISRAEL
The Limits of the

Special Relationship

Abraham Ben-Zvi,

Tel-Aviv University
344 PAGES
$32.50, CLOTH

Ben-Zvi engages a complex diplomatic analysis
as he reconstructs the volatile American-Israeli
relationship, examining the extent to which
various coercive measures made by the United
States between 1953 and 1991 proved effective
in influencing Israeli policy and demonstrating
how this "special relationship" has swung back
and forth between coercion and moderation.

"Successfully melds the disciplines of history,
international relations, and political science in
trying to make sense of concrete events."

—Barry Rubin, John Hopkins University

New in paper...

MANAGING INDONESIA
The Modern Political Economy

John Bresnan, Columbia University
368 PAGES, / $18.50, PAPER

"The persuasiveness of Bresnan's argument
comes from his unique access to the techno-
cratic advisers who have been central to the
decision-making process for more than a quar-
ter century. It is required reading for Southeast
Asia specialists and their students."

—R. William Liddle, Ohio State University

FETAL PROTECTION IN
THE WORKPLACE
Women's Rights, Business Interests,
and the Unborn

Robert H. Blank, University of Canterbury,
New Zealand
232 PAGES / $29.50, CLOTH

"Blank does an admirable job balancing the
rights of women with the necessity of provid-
ing adequate protection for the unborn from
legitimate workplace hazards. While the range
of solutions suggested.. .are sure to spur debate,
they present reasonable alternatives to
presently flawed policies."

—Joseph Losco, Ball State University
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New Directions in World
Helen Milner and John Gerard Ruggie,

litics Series
General Editors

New in paper...

GENDER IN
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Feminist Perspectives
on Achieving
Global Security
J. Ann Tickner, College of

the Holy Cross
180 PAGES / $14.50, PAPER

"Tickner's stimulating challenge can be disput-
ed, but it is too well considered and thoughtful
to ignore."

—Robert 0 . Keohane, Harvard University

"An important and provocative book, in
which Ann Tickner rethinks from a feminist
point of view virtually every conventional
category used by theorists and practitioners
of international relations: the state, the
international system, security, rationality,
citizenship, and more. No responsible person
in the field should ignore this impressive
book."

—Susan Moller Okin, Stanford University

New in paper...

THE LOGIC OF ANARCHY
Neorealism to Structural Realism

Barry Bu?an, Charles Jones, Richard Little

267 PAGES

$15.50, PAPER

The Logic of Anarchy is the first systematic
attempt to rethink neorealist theory, break-
ing free from the Cold War concerns that
dominated neorealism and setting structural
theory into a less politicized, and more
broadly historical and systemic, context.
By reconnecting unit and structural analysis
and showing how structural ideas can be
used to join many aspects of international
relations theory into coherent whole, it
lays the groundwork for a comprehensive
theory of international relations based
on a methodologically open structural
realism.

New in paper...

MULTI-
LATERALISM
MATTERS
The Theory and Praxis of
an Institutional Form
Edited by John Gerard
Ruggie, Columbia
University

488 PAGES / $18.50, PAPER

"By focusing on the principles embodied in
international institutions and by juxtaposing
this analysis with detailed case studies of the
postwar period, Multilateralism Matters freshly
illuminates the extensive international coop-
eration of the past half century and challenges
theories that exaggerate the determinism of
structural or functional conditions."

—Robert 0 . Keohane, Harvard University

PROGRESS
IN POSTWAR

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

New in paper...
PROGRESS
IN POSTWAR
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Emanuel Adkr and
Beverly Crawford

497 PAGES
$18.50, PAPER

In a period of profound ideological, political,
and economic change, Progress in Postwar
International Relations proves that the question
of whether the practice of international rela-
tions has changed for the better is no longer
hypothetical. Adler and Crawford expound a
"human-realist" conception of international
relations, in which progress occurs not neces-
sarily out of moral development, but because
nation-states redefine their national interests
so as to enhance security, welfare, and human
rights values across national borders.

s

1

#v <O;

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

PRESS

%

NEOREALISM
AND
NEOLIBERALISM
The Contemporary
Debate

Edited by David A.
Baldwin, Columbia
University
400 PAGES

$17.50, PAPER / $49.00, CLOTH

"A valuable introduction and summary of the
central theoretical issues in understanding
contemporary international politics."

—Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Chairman,
National Intelligence Council

"An excellent sampler of the arguments that
dominated debates among U.S. international
relations theorists in the 1980s and early
1990s. It is likely to appear on lots of graduate
reading lists. This useful book illustrates not
only this field's disputes but also signs of some
learning and accumulation of knowledge."

-John S. Odell,
University of Southern California

THE STATE AND
SOCIAL POWER

IN GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENTAL

POLITICS

THE STATE
AND SOCIAL
POWER IN
GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
POLITICS
Edited by Ronnie D.
Lipschutz, University of
California, SantaCruz,

and Ken Conca, Mount Holyolce College
360 PAGES / $17.50, PAPER / $55.00, CLOTH

Examining the ways in which the complexity
of social, political, and economic relations will
complicate the efforts initiated at the June
1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, The
State and Social Power in Global Environmental
Politics suggests that national governments
must begin to acknowledge new actors in their
environmental policies.

Credit cards accepted.

Columbia University Press, Dept. S96

136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533

Tel: (800) 944-8648
Fax: (800) 944-1844

A T B E T T E B O O K S T O R E S
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NEW FROM

THE FREE PRESS

THE ARABISTS
The Romance of an
American Elite
Robert D. Kaplan
" A significant and distinguished
contribution to the history of the modern
Middle East. Kaplan shows that the once
powerful Arabist elite has been in general
decline since about 1970—a fact which is,
on the whole, probably in the best interest
of America and the whole Middle East.99
—Conor Cruise O'Brien, author of
The Siege: The Saga of Israel and Zionism
and The Great Melody: A Thematic
Biography of Edmund Burke

1993 0-02-916785-X $24.95

WHITE HOUSE
DAZE
The Unmaking of
Domestic Policy in the
Bush Years
Charles Kolb
Throughout his presidency, and most
bitterly at its end, George Bush's
administration was accused of having
no domestic policy agenda at all. Was
this true? Charles Kolb served as the
Presidents Deputy Assistant for Domestic
Policy, and his history of what happened
to the domestic agenda in the Bush
years is often biting and brutally frank
about opportunities lost and the people
responsible. Kolb describes an atmosphere
in which debate and programs were
stifled or ignored, and the closer one got
to the Oval Office, the greater was the
sense of timidity and purposelessness.

1993 0-02-917495-3 $22.95

RUNNING AS
A WOMAN
Gender and Power in
American Politics
Linda Witt,
Karen M. Paget and
Glenna Matthews
"I f you have any interest in the past,
present, and future of women in American
politics, Running As A Woman is required
reading. The authors succinctly capture
the pulsating dilemmas confronting
women as candidates and office holders
and help us to understand America's
ambivalence about the place of women
in politics."
—Barbara Jordan,
University of Texas at Austin

1993 0-02-920315-5 $22.95

DOUBLE LIVES
Spies and Writers in the
Secret Soviet War of
Ideas Against the West
Stephen Koch
The goal was to turn the Russian
revolution into a world revolution, and
the strategy, led by a propaganda genius,
was a masterful campaign to align
Western intellectuals with the shifting
policies of Stalin's Soviet Union. Koch's
book documents how this clandestine
army, although unsuccessful in its
attempt to convert the West to the
communist cause, profoundly affected
thirty years of history.

1993 0-02-918730-3 $24.95

Derek Bok

COST OF
TALENT

THE COST
OF TALENT
How Executives and
Professionals Are Paid and
How It Affects America
Derek Bok,
Harvard University
The continuing uproar over top executive
pay packages in American companies
calls attention to an even larger and
more important issue: in general, do we
compensate highly educated people in
the United States in ways that serve
the best interests of the nation? In the
most revealing study yet undertaken of
compensation practices in the fields of
business, law, medicine, higher education,
teaching, and government, Derek Bok
argues persuasively that the compensation
paid to top executives, lawyers, and
doctors cannot be justified. He concludes
that we must rethink our deepest values,
motivations, and priorities reflected in
our compensation practices in order to
better serve America's long-term interests.

1993 0-02-903755-7 $22.95

THE MORAL SENSE
James Q. Wilson,
University of California, Los Angeles
"The strength of this book is the
recognition it gives morality as the
natural product of universal human
emotions...James Q. Wilson has brought
poetry to sociobiology, and laid the
foundations of a new science of the soul.99
—The Washington Post Book World

1993 0-02-935405-6 $22.95
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MARKETS AND
MAJORITIES
The Political Economy
of Public Policy
Steven M. Sheffrin,
University of California, Davis
America's government intervenes in
almost every aspect of its citizens' daily
lives. From the air we breathe, to our
health, wealth, and old age security,
Americans wade through a vast political
ocean. Explaining traditional theories of
market failure used to justify intervention,
Sheffrin combines them with crucial
questions of political viability and policy
histories. He applies such analysis to
the areas of health care, social security,
environmental policy, product liability,
trade policy, and fiscal and budgetary
policy. He argues that beneath each area
lies a unique calculus of market failure
and political pressures, and convincingly
demonstrates that no single policy can be
understood out of economic context. By
examining both sides of each policy area,
Sheffrin reveals a minefield where, in
many cases, politics cannot help but
fail as badly as markets.

1993 0-02-928651-4 $35.00

DEMOCRACY
AGAINST ITSELF
The Future of the
Democratic Impulse
Jean-Francois Revel
"Revel is back to remind us of the
continuing fragility of democracy, and
warn us against a new complacency.
We should listen to what he has to say ."
—Francis Fukuyama, author of
The End oj History and the Last Man

1993 0-02-926387-5 $24.95

WAR AND THE RISE
OF THE STATE
The Military Foundation
of Modern Politics
Bruce Porter,
Brigham Young University
"Porter has synthesized the literature
boldly and tidily...lucid, graceful, and
well-informed."
—Charles Tilly,
New School for Social Research

1993 0-02-925095-1 $24.95

JUSTICE VS. LAW
Courts and Politics in
American Society
Eugene W. Hickock,
Dickinson College and
Gary L. McDowell,
University of London
"Almost all the comment on the
nomination of Ruth Bader Ginsburg for
the Supreme Court had to do not with
her views on law and the Constitution,
but, rather, with her willingness or
reluctance to use the powers of her office
to advance one or another political cause.
Hickock and McDowell explain how
we have come to accept this government
by judiciary and remind us of the price
we will have to pay for i t . "
—Walter Berns, Georgetown University

1993 0-02-920529-8 $24.95

DEMOCRACY AND
THE PROBLEM OF
FREE SPEECH
Cass R. Sunstein,
University of Chicago
"How can our constitutional protection
of free speech serve to strengthen
democracy? Sunstein challenges
conventional answers...and carefully
builds a new theory of free speech with
traditional Madisonian foundations,
emphasizing the central role of speech in
fostering a more deliberative democracy.
A major contribution...there is no better
book on the subject."
—Amy Gutmann, Princeton University

1993 0-02-932271-5 $22.95

JUSTICE AND
THE EARTH
Images for Our
Planetary Survival
Eric T. Freyfogle,
University of Illinois
"Addresses the knottiest issues of
environmental theory—obligation to future
generations, land owners' responsibilities,
animal rights, the rationale for wilderness—
with clarity and common sense. Freyfogle's
basic decency and concern for the planet
shine through on every page."
—Joseph L. Sax,
University of California, Berkeley

1993 0-02-910695-8 $19.95

MODERN TYRANTS
The Power and Prevalence
of Evil in Our Age
Daniel Chirot,
Northwestern University
Along with its much vaunted progress in
scientific and economic realms, our century
has witnessed the rise of the most brutal
and oppressive regimes in the history of
mankind. Analyzing the careers and
characters of notorious dictators such as
Stalin, Hitler, Mao, and Saddam, as well
as lesser known tyrants such as Pol Pot,
Duvalier, and others, Chirot offers an
important and timely study of modern
tyrants, both revealing the forces which
allow them to come to power and helping us
to predict where they may arise in the future.

1993 0-02-905477-X $27.95

MEXICAN
AMERICANS
The Ambivalent Minority
Peter Skerry,
University of Calif ornia, Los Angeles
"Demonstrates with great intelligence
just how real and difficult issues of
ethnicity remain in America. And for
Mexican-Americans in particular. This
book will be an important contribution
to a critical national concern."
—Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Winner of the 1993
Los Angeles Times Book Award

1993 0-02-929132-1 $27.95

LEARNING FROM
STRANGERS
The Art and Method of
Qualitative Interview Studies
Robert Weiss,
University of Massachusetts
"This is a wonderful book. Weiss brings
the reader into the interviewing process
by showing how to recognize what
works and what does not in some real
interviews, and by musing as he goes
along on the uses, the risks, and the
opportunities of interview-based research.
The result is a how-to-do-it book that
also constitutes a fascinating read."
—Lisa R. Peattie, Professor of
Urban Planning and Studies,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

1993 0-02-934625-8 $24.95

rTHE FREE PRESS
A Division ofMacmillan, Inc./A Maxwell Macmillan Company
866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022

lor eredil eunl orders, eull toll-free l-HO(i-:tt:i-744.'i.
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The Fate of Marxism in Russia
Alexander Yakovlev
Introduction by Thomas F. Remington
Foreword by Alexander Tsipko
Translated from the Russian by Catherine A.
Fitzpatrick

In this powerful book, a major architect of
perestroika, leading sponsor of glasnost, and close
associate of Mikhail Gorbachev acknowledges the
decay of his country, reveals his own progression
from Party ideologist to critic of Marxism and
Communism, and urges the restructuring of Soviet
society on a new basis of democracy, morality, and
economic efficiency.

"One of the architects of perestroika meets Marxism
on its own intellectual turf and beats it."—James A.
Baker, III, 6ist Secretary of State $29.95

The Moral Economy of Labor
Aristotelian Themes in Economic Theory
James Bernard Murphy

Murphy builds on Aristotle's views on nature and
moral reason to develop a new Aristotelian theory
of productive labor. According to Aristotle, work
must encompass both its conception and execution.
If we allow workers to execute what they have first
conceived in thought, says Murphy, we will
encourage both efficient production and human
flourishing.

"This book, which provides a new Aristotelian
framework for social and political theory, is one of
the most important works of political theory in
recent decades."—Larry Arnhart $25.00

Yale University Press
92A Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520

When Illness Strikes
the Leader
The Dilemma of the Captive King
Jerrold M. Post, M.D., and Robert S. Robins

Illness and instability in high office has often
shaped the course of world events. Drawing on
examples from around the world and throughout
history—including George III, Winston
Churchill, Adolph Hitler,Menachem Begin, Deng
Xiao-peng, and Ronald Reagan—this important
and absorbing book reveals how mortal illness can
affect decisions and make a leader more deter-
mined to leave his mark on history.

"This readable and important book emphasizes
that the health and stability of heads of other
nations may have as much to do with our
national security as weapons and armies."
—Les Aspin $25.00

Inside Hitler's Greece
The Experience of Occupation, 1941-1944
Mark Mazower

The first full account of the experience of
occupation, from the perspective of those that
endured it, and from those that imposed it.
Mazower offers a vividly human picture of the
experiences of resistance fighters and black
marketeers, teenage German conscripts and
Gestapo officers, Jews and starving villagers. The
text is richly illustrated with photographs drawn
from German, British, and Greek sources.

"Mazower's crisp, dramatic presentation of all
aspects of life in occupied Greece is a model of
clarity and compactness. There is a brightness of
vision in this work, which is as unyielding and
unsentimental as the craggy beauty of Greece."
—Ivo Banac 75 illus. $30.00

Intuition and Construction
The Foundation of Normative Theory
T. K. Seung

"An incisive and sharply focused analysis of the
clash between proceduralism and intuitionism in
the context of contemporary liberal ethical
theory. Seung's analysis provides valuable original
insights into the most vexing problems facing
contemporary ethical theory. He also successfully
elaborates a novel and provocative theory based
on Platonic transcendentalism designed to
provide a fruitful way out of liberalism's seem-
ingly inevitable fall into either subjectivism or
skepticism."—Michel Rosenfeld $27.50
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The Culture of Conflict
Interpretations and Interests in Comparative
Perspective
Marc Howard Ross

Although conflicts occur in all societies, communi-
ties differ greatly in the amount of conflict that
exists, the specific events that provoke it, and what
people do when it occurs. In this book Ross
examines ethnographic data from ninety
preindustrial societies and develops a broad
theoretical explanation for cross-cultural differences
in conflict. $30.00

The Management of Conflict
Interpretations and Interests in Comparative
Perspective
Marc Howard Ross

Drawing on cross-cultural data, Ross identifies and
evaluates key features and strategies of constructive
conflict management. He then explores a wide
variety of conflict management successes and
failures—including the confrontation between
MOVE and the city of Philadelphia, persistent
hostility in Northern Ireland, and the Camp David
Accords and explains that how disputants' interests
and interpretations are addressed affects the course
of each dispute, its intensity, and the degree to
which the dispute results in a constructive outcome.

"This is the best book I know of on conflict
management for today's political scene."—Donald
T. Campbell $25.00

New in Paperbound

New in Paperbound

The Tragedy of Cambodian
History
Politics, War, and Revolution since 1945
David P. Chandler

This penetrating and poignant book presents the
first full account of Cambodian history from World
War II up to 1979, focusing on the civil war period
and the devastating revolutionary excesses of the
Pol Pot regime.

"A considered, detailed history of one of the
bloodiest and most tragic attempts at social
engineering in the twentieth century. Chandler's
book will remain the definitive treatment of
Cambodia since World War II."—Donald S.
Zagoria, Foreign Affairs $17.00

Democracy and Deliberation
New Directions for Democratic Reform
James S. Fishkin

This innovative book proposes a new kind of
participatory democracy for the modern era, one
that not only gives citizens more power in
choosing their leaders but also allows them to
exercise this power more thoughtfully. All ten of
the nation's presidential libraries have agreed to
sponsor an implementation of Fishkin's proposal
for the 1996 presidential election. The paperbound
edition includes a new afterword on the 1992
American election.

"The author...invite[s] us to think about how to
bring theory and knowledge to bear on the design
of political institutions. The invitation is both an
engaging and challenging one, and he sets a good
example."—Stanley Kelley, Jr., American Political
Science Review $12.00

Syria Unmasked
The Suppression of Human Rights by the Asad
Regime
Middle East Watch

Middle East Watch describes the manifold forms
of oppression in Syria and gives details about the
three institutions that help Asad maintain his
control—the Ba'th party, the military, and the
security forces—and presents Syria's dismal
human rights record more powerfully and
thoroughly than has ever been done before. $16.00

A joint publication of Yale University Press and Human Rights Watch

El Salvador's Decade of Terror
Human Rights since the Assassination of
Archbishop Romero
Americas Watch

A detailed human rights accounting of this
tumultuous period, "a vital source for anyone
interested in the most important foreign policy
dispute of the past decade... [and] a tribute to the
memory of the many victims of terror in El
Salvador."—Rep. Joe Moakley (D-Mass.) $15.00

A joint publication of Yale University Press and Human Rights Watch

Yale University PreSS 92A Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520
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K K The Other Heidegger
FRED DALLMAYR

Catholic Intellectuals
and Conservative
Politics in America,
1950-1985
PATRICK ALLITT

"A comprehensive and balanced history of
conservative Catholic social thought during
the cold war era. . . . [A] first-rate report."
—Kirkus Review. $29.95

The Domestic Bases
of Grand Strategy
EDITED BY
RICHARD ROSECRANCE
AND ARTHUR A. STEIN

This book explores the idea of grand strat-
egy and offers a full-blown critique—both
theoretical and empirical—of the gaps and
inconsistencies that weaken modern realist
theory. Grand strategy, the authors main-
tain, is determined as much by domestic
politics as by international pressures.
CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

$36.50 cloth, $13.95 paper

Black Earth, Red Star
A History of Soviet Security Policy,
1917-1991

R. CRAIG NATION

New in Paper! "A fluent and well-docu-
mented account of the evolution of Soviet
security policy throughout the period
191 7-1991 Black Earth, Red Star will be
of value to anyone interested in the develop-
ment of the Soviet policy and its relationship
with the outside world."
—Times Higher Education Supplement. $14.95

Ideas and
Foreign Policy
Beliefs, Institutions,
and Political Change

EDITED BY JUDITH GOLDSTEIN
AND ROBERT O. KEOHANE

Do people's beliefs help to explain foreign
policy decisions, or is political activity better
understood as the self-interested behavior of
key actors? The collaborative effort of a
group of distinguished scholars, this volume
breaks new ground in demonstrating how
ideas can shape policy even when actors are
motivated by rational self-interest.
CORNELL STUDIES IN POLITICAL ECONOMY

$37.50 cloth, $14.95 paper

Technology
in the Western
Political Tradition
EDITED BY ARTHUR M. MELZER,
JERRY WEINBERGER, AND
M. RICHARD ZINMAN

This well-integrated group of thirteen origi-
nal essays addresses the intriguing and
perplexing issue of whether modern govern-
ment can handle the problem of technol-
ogy. $38.50 cloth, $15.95 paper

The Elusive Balance
Power and Perceptions
during the Cold War

WILLIAM
CURTI WOHLFORTH

"Spectacularly well-written. The scholarly
contribution lies in the extensive research in
original Soviet sources. There is no compa-
rable study of this topic in the public
realm."—George W. Breslauer,
University of California, Berkeley
CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

$39.50 cloth, $16.95 paper

Martin Heidegger's political views have
provoked heated debate and intense polem-
ics. A string of recent publications has deliv-
ered the verdict that his entire philosophy is
tainted or permeated by his Nazi commit-
ments. In this book Fred Dallmayr draws
attention to the complex, multifaceted
character of Heidegger's work, showing a
different assessment of Heidegger the phi-
losopher while trying neither to excuse nor
to condemn the man. CONTESTATIONS. $29.95

Tyranny and Political
Culture in
Ancient Greece
JAMES F. McGLEW

Resistance to the tyrant was an essential
stage in the development of the Greek city-
state. In this richly insightful book, James
McGlew examines the significance of
changes in the Greek political vocabulary
that came about as a result of the history of
ancient tyrants. $31.50

Public Politics in an
Authoritarian State
Making Foreign Policy
during the Brezhnev Years

RICHARD D. ANDERSON, JR.

"Anderson combines intellectual liveliness
and originality, theoretical development (in
a comparative context), and solid empirical
investigation. His book provides a model for
applying theoretical insights from the litera-
ture on U.S. politics to the USSR."
—Matthew Evangelista,
University of Michigan. $39.95

At bookstores, or call
(607)277-2211
(credit card orders only, please)

Cornell
U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S

Sage House • 512 East S ta te S t ree t • I t haca NY 14850
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Announcing a new series

Constitutionalism and /
Democracy ;
David O'Brien and Kcrinit Hall, Series Editors

This new, interdisciplinary series will focus on three
complimentary areas: comparative studies of constitutional
democracy, judicial politics, and legal culture; the conceptualization
and interpretation of constitutional and democratic principles; continuity
and change in the constitutional politics of the United States, in various
periods and in relation to changing social and economic forces.
Overall, the series is dedicated to elucidating the historical and
political contexts of constitutionalism and democracy.

Advisory Board: I Ienry J. Abraham (University of Virginia), Donald I Iorowitz

(Duke University), A. E. Dick I toward (University of Virginia), Donald Kommers

(Notre Dame University), Karon O'Connor (V.mory University), Martin Shapiro

(University of California)

JUST PUBLISHED

The Warren Court in Historical and
Political Perspective
Edited by MARK TUSHNET

'This book will make an excellent addition to the literature
on the Supreme Court. No other study appearing to date
has employed profiles of individual justices as a basis for
placing the Warren Court in its historical context. The
justices selected for analysis, moreover, are particularly
relevant to the editor's overarching purpose."
—Tinsley Yarborough, East Carolina University

$29.95

FORTHCOMING.

The Constitutional Thought of
Thomas Jefferson
DAVID N. MAYER

Mayer examines Jefferson's constitutional thought on
Jefferson's own terms—as "whig," "federal," and
"republican."

The Supreme Court Bar
Legal Elites in the Washington Community
KEVIN T. McGUIRE

"The Supreme Court Bar is impressive, a substantial contri-
bution to the field. To my knowledge it is the first systema-
tic effort to explore the Supreme Court's legal community.
It provides a portrait of those lawyers who toil, in one way
or another, in the shadow and in the corridors of the marble
palace, and it seeks to assess systematically their efforts."
—Lee Epstein, Washington University

$40.00

Juries and Judges versus the Law
Virginia's Provincial Legal Perspective, 1783-1828
F. THORNTON MILLER

This book examines the efforts of Virginians to resist the
imposition of a supreme law of the land, to be enforced
by a supreme court.

1

Producers versus Capitalists
Constitutional Conflict in Antebellum America
TONY A. FREYER
This study focuses on how antebellum constitutional
law and principles responded to and shaped producers'
appeals for protection from capitalists' predations.

Courts, Politics, and Culture in Israel
MARTIN EDELMAN

In this clearly written and tightly argued analysis of the
various Israeli court systems, Martin Edelman probes a
fundamental issue: whether those courts protect human
rights while fostering the development of a common,
inclusive national culture.

U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S O F V I R G I N I A
B o x 3 6 0 8 U n i v e r s i t y S t a t i o n * C h a r l o t t e s v i l l c , V A 2 2 9 0 3 - 0 6 0 8

8 0 4 - 9 2 4 - 3 4 6 9 / F A X 8 0 4 - 9 8 2 - 2 6 5 5
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The Importance of Services as a
Component of the World Economy

Intellectual Property Rights and Foreign Direct Investment
Patents, trademarks and copyrights are seen in a new light with the growth of
technical innovations such as CD players, satellite signals, software and
databases. This publication defines intellectual property rights and studies the
impact on foreign direct investment. It includes recent changes in national
legislation and new standards sought in the Uruguay Round. Appendices
present the Draft Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights including trade in counterfeit goods and Chapter XVII of the Proposed
North American Free Trade Agreement.

E.93.II.A.10 92-1-104413-8 $20.00

The Transnationalization
of Service Industries:
An Empirical Analysis of
the Determinants of
Foreign Direct Investment
by Transnational
Corporations
International transactions in
services have become a significant
part of the world economy which is
increasingly becoming a services
economy. Drawing upon theories
developed by economists and
others, this study identifies the
determinants of the expansion of
transnational service corporations
and verifies them empirically on the
basis of available data. It analyses
decisions of 210 of the largest
transnational corporations in 11
service industries. Hypotheses
examining major factors affecting
FDI in services - market size, home-
country business presence,
Government regulations,
competitive advantages of service
industries, industry concentration
and tradability of services - are
tested using a logistic regression
model.

E.93.II.A.3 92-1-104404-9 $15.00

Debt-Equity Swaps and
Development
The prolonged debt crisis has
resulted in an evolution of debt
conversion procedures in an effort
to reduce the stock and servicing
cost of debt owed to transnational
banks by developing countries. The
"debt equity swap" is one of those
procedures.

Drawing on the experience of
Brazil, Chile, Mexico and the
Philippines this study discusses the
successes and pitfalls in design and
implementation of debt-equity
swaps programmes. The study
marks a major step in analyzing
empirically the impact of debt-
equity swaps on developing
countries, particularly on the
promotion of inflows of foreign
direct investment.

E.93.II.A.7 92-1-104408-1 $35.00

Send orders to:

Small and Medium-sized
TNCs
Small and medium-sized enterprises
from developed countries are
becoming transnational in a major
way.
This publication analyses the
phenomenon and examines the
trend towards transnationalization.
It provides analysis and policy
suggestions to Governments of both
home and host countries,
entrepreneurs and others associated
with small and medium-sized
enterprises. It also examines the
behaviour and impact on the
economy and the extent to which
developing countries should look to
small and medium-sized
transnational corporations when
seeking foreign direct investment.

E.93.II.A.15 92-1-104418-9 $35.00

United Nations Publications, Sales Section, Room DC2-0853, Dept. 109A,
New York, N.Y. 10017, Tel. (800) 253-9646, (212) 963-8302,
Fax. (212) 963-3489.
Visa, MasterCard and American Express accepted. Please add 5% of
gross ($3.50 minimum) for shipping & handling.

United Nations Publications
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The Revenge of the Past
NATIONALISM, REVOLUTION,

AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE SOVIET UNION

Ronald Grigor Suny

This timely and pathbreaking work shows how
and why the dramatic collapse of the Soviet
Union was caused in large part by nationalism,
that is, by the increasingly urgent demands of
the subject nationalities of the Soviet Union for
independence and autonomy.
$13.95, paper; $35.00, cloth

;to

Beacons in the Night
WITH THE OSS AND TITO'S PARTISANS

IN WARTIME YUGOSLAVIA

Franklin Lindsay

"Lindsay's memoir of his experiences as an
American OSS officer with Tito's Partisans stands
as a classic work of Resistance literature, but the
book's overriding importance lies in its clarifica-
tion of the ethnic/religious tensions that led to the
present Balkan tragedy."—Publishers Weekly
$29.95

Prospects for Democracy
NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST

Edited by David Held
The recent dramatic transformation of Central
and Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union have
intensified the perennial debates about the
meaning and future of democracy. This compre-
hensive overview of democracy examines its
nature and prospects through theoretical analy-
ses and a world-wide set of case studies.
$16.95, paper; $49.50, cloth

Righting a Wrong
JAPANESE AMERICANS AND THE PASSAGE OF
THE CIVIL LIBERTIES ACT OF 1988

Leslie T. Hatamiya

This is a detailed study of how and why the
Civil Liberties Act of 1988—which awarded a
national apology and monetary compensation to
the Japanese Americans interned in concentra-
tion camps during World War II—came to be
passed by Congress and signed by President
Reagan. $29.50

STALIN, MAO, AND THE KOREAN WAR

Sergei N. Goncharov, John W. Lewis,

and Xue Litai

"This magisterial work provides the missing
dimension of the Korean war—how policy was
made on the communist side. Making use of
previously unavailable Chinese and Soviet
sources . . . this is likely to become the standard
work on the subject."—-John Merrill,
George Washington University. $45.00

The Struggle Against the Bomb
VOLUME ONE

ONE WORLD OR NONE:

A HISTORY OF THE WORLD NUCLEAR

DISARMAMENT MOVEMENT THROUGH 1953

Lawrence S. Wittner

The first comprehensive history of the global move-
ment against the development, possession, and use
of nuclear weapons. $29.95

Now in Paper

Comrade Kryuchkov's Instructions
TOP SECRET FILES ON KGB FOREIGN
OPERATIONS, 1975-1985

Christopher Andrew and Oleg Gordievsky

A revealing selection of highly classified material,
with an informative commentary by Christopher
Andrew, and a fascinating inside look at the
workings and thinking of the KGB. "It is reassur-
ing to find out how much of the old spy fiction
was rooted in fact."
—The Sunday Times (London)
$14.95, paper; $39.50, cloth

WINNER OF THE 1993 BANCROFT PRIZE

A Preponderance of Power
NATIONAL SECURITY, THE TRUMAN

ADMINISTRATION, AND THE COLD WAR

Melvyn P. Leffler

"A masterly work of synthesis. . . . The best
book anyone has yet written on the origins of
the Cold War."—The Atlantic
$55.00. cloth; $19.95, paper

o

w '****

Stanford University Press

1 .#!* * "**,
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Simon & Schuster's
Academic Reference Division
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
THE AMERICAN
PRESIDENCY
Editors: Leonard W. Levy,
Emeritus, The Claremont
Graduate School, and
Louis Fisher,
School of Law, The Catholic
University of America
Never before has there been a work
on the office of the Presidency of
the United States as authoritative
or all-encompassing as the
Encyclopedia of the American
Presidency.
4 volumes • 8'A x 11 • 1000 articles
400 contributors • ISBN: 0-13-275983-7
$355 • Fall 1993

To Commemorate the
50th Anniversary

THE D-DAY
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Editors: David G. Chandler,
The Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, England and
James Lawton Collins, Jr.,
Brigadier General,
U.S. Army, Retired
A one volume work with approx-
imately 400 signed original articles
on every aspect of D-Day.
600 pages • S'A x 11
400 illustrations
ISBN: 0-13-203621-5
$85 • Fall 1993

ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE
CONFEDERACY
Editor in Chief:
Richard N. Current, Emeritus
University of North Carolina,
Greensboro
An authoritative reference work
that looks at the Confederate States
as a nation unto itself.
4 volumes • 2200 pages
S'AxU • 1462 articles
330 contributors • 593 illustrations
ISBN: 0-13-275991-8
$355'Fall 1993

THE HISTORICAL
ATLAS OF THE
CONGRESSES OF
THE CONFEDERATE
STATES OF AMERICA
Kenneth C. Martis
128 pages • 10 x 14 • ISBN: 0-13-389115-1
$75; Special price: $65 • Spring 1994

THE HISTORICAL
ATLAS OF THE
MIDDLE EAST
G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville
144 pages • 9x 12 • 115 maps
ISBN: 0-13-390915-8
$65 • Summer 1993

THEY MADE HISTORY
Editor: Geoffrey Wigoder
576 pages • 7 x 10
200 b/w illus. • ISBN: 0-13-915257-1
$55; Special price: $45 • Fall 1993

POLITICAL LEADERS
IN WEIMAR GERMANY
A Biographical Study
Peter D. Stachura
230 pages • 6 x 9
ISBN: 0-13-020330-0
$45 • Winter 1993

A DICTIONARY OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUOTATIONS
Barbara K. Rodes and
Rice Odell
"Fascinating and original...I can
not imagine a reference work so
useful to those concerned with
man's place in the natural
world."—Wilderness Fall 1992
343 pages • 6 x 9 • ISBN: 0-13-210576-4
$35 • July 1992

THE CHRISTOPHER
COLUMBUS
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Editor: Silvio A. Bedini
2 volumes • 849 pages • S'A x 11
300 illus. • 363 articles • 131 contributors
ISBN: 0-13-142662-1
$175 the sef Fall 1991
Free catalog cards &
Free Curriculum Guide

A 1991 CHOICE
Outstanding Reference Book
A 1991 Library Journal
Best Reference Book

THE DICTIONARY OF
CONTEMPORARY
POLITICS OF
CENTRAL AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN
Editors: Phil Gunson,
Greg Chamberlain, and
Andrew Thompson
412 pages • 6 x 9
ISBN: 0-13-213372-5 • $45 • August 1991

THE DICTIONARY OF
WORLD POLITICS
A Reference Guide to
Concepts Ideas and Institutions
Editors: Graham Evans and
Jeffrey Newnham
460 pages • 7 x 10
ISBN: 0-13-210527-6
$55'January 1991

A Jewish Book Club Selection

ATLAS OF MEDIEVAL
JEWISH HISTORY
Haim Beinart
144 pages • 9 x 12 • 116 two-color maps
ISBN: 0-13-050691-5
$55* July 1992

S I M O N & S C H U S T E R
Academic Reference Division
15 Columbus Circle, 26th floor, New York, New York 10023
A Paramount Communications Company

Questions? Call us at (212) 373-7353
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FREE TO HATE
The Rise of the Right in Post-
Communist Eastern Europe
Paul Hockenos
"Rich in details and anecdotes, Free to Hate
is the first important book on the new right-
wing specter haunting Eastern Europe and
the post-communist world. Paul Hockenos,
whose journalistic reports from Eastern
Europe have consistently been among the
best, has done an impressive job in putting
together so much information, from so many
countries, into an exciting, informative, well-
written book." —David Ost,

Hobart and William Smith colleges
$2 5.OOhb

BEYOND THE NEW RIGHT
Markets, Government
and the Common Environment
John Gray
Beyond the New Right presents a critique of
the political thought of the New Right by one
of its principal theorists, lohn Gray criticizes
the New Right as a form of Enlightenment ra-
tionalism which is alien to true conservative
philosophy and whose essential insight is the
flawed nature of all human institutions, in-
cluding the market.
$34.50 hb

A FOURTH WAY?
Privatization, Property,
and the Emergence of New
Market Economies
Edited by Gregory S. Alexander
and Grazyna Skapska
"The most exciting thing about this collec-
tion is . . . the extraordinary synthesis in
political economic theory. The collection ex-
plores a middle ground between capitalism
and socialism, developing a model of pro-
perty that satisfies the desire for economic
growth and public welfare at the same time''

—]ohn Brigham, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst

$55.00 hb/$17.95 pb

MORAL BOUNDARIES
A Political Argument
for An Ethic of Care
Joan C. Tronto
"Tronto is both a very careful and a very
adventurous thinker and scholar. With Moral
Boundaries she has made an impressive con-
tribution to current debates about gender
and ethics." — Susan MollerOkin,

Stanford University
$49.95 hb/$16.95 pb

FUNDAMENTAL FEMINISM
Contesting the Core Concepts
of Feminist Theory
Judith Grant
"Fundamental Feminism is exciting and pro-
vocative. The book deals with issues that are
at the cutting edge of contemporary debates
within feminist theory and politics and it will
make a major contribution. Judith Grant has
a rare ability to place old problems in a new
light and her framing of questions is marked-
ly original." —MaryHawkesworth,

author of Beyond Oppression

$52.50 hb/$16.95 pb

DISPUTED SUBJECTS
Essays on Psychoanalysis, Politics,
and Philosophy
Jane Flax
"Jane Flax is one of the most challenging
women writing today. Disputed Subjects car-
ries her reflections on a wide variety of sub-
jects even beyond Thinking Fragments. It is the
well-informed voice of sanity, balance, and
courage." —Phyllis Grosskurth,

University of Toronto
$49.95 hb/$15.95 pb

MASSES, CLASSES, IDEAS
Studies on Politics and Philosophy
Before and After Marx
Etienne Balibar
Translated from the French by lames Swenson
Eminent French philosopher Etienne Balibar
explores the relationship between abstract
philosophy and concrete politics. He dis-
cusses the influence of political philosophy
on collective movements, touching on issues
of religious and class struggle, nationalism
and racism, the rights of man and the citizen,
and property as a social relation.
$52.50 hb / $16.95 pb

New in paperback

THE NATURE OF FASCISM
Roger Griffin
"This is an excellent book. Ambitious in
scope, though the author is commendably
modest in his pretensions, it sets out to pro-
vide a new definition of fascism as a generic
term . . . . the arguments are invariably
stimulating, the insights perceptive."

—Jeremy Noakes, Political Studies
$17.95 pb

RUSSIAN POLITICS
AND SOCIETY
Richard Sakwa
Richard Sakwa, a renowned authority on the
former Soviet Union, provides a fascinating,
comprehensive examination of politics and
society in Russia since the failed coup of
August 1991.
$65.00 hb/$18.95 pb

AMERICAN-SOVIET
RELATIONS
From the Russian Revolution
to the Fall of Communism
Peter G. Boyle
"Peter Boyle has written an informed, fair-
minded and sensible account of US-USSR
relations that general readers will find both
readable and edifying.'' —Edward Pessen,

Florida International University
$65.00 hb/$18.95 pb

RUSSIA AND THE WORLD
ECONOMY
Problems of Integration
Alan Smith
". . .an excellent book . . . It will be required
reading for students and for policymakers
wrestling with the problem of how to address
Russia's economic problems in the interna-
tional context." —David Dyker,

University of Sussex
$59.95 hb / $17.95 pb

THE END
OF THE COMMUNIST
REVOLUTION
Robert V. Daniels
"What with the plethora of uninformed
speculations about Russia's past and future
flooding the market these days, it is a
pleasure to read something as lucid, sane
and astute as Robert V. Daniels's The End of
the Communist Revolution." —Washington Post
$49.95 hb/$16.95 pb

29 WEST 35TH STREET NEW YORK, NY 10001-2299 (212) 244-6412 or fax 800-248-4724
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GAYS AND THE MILITARY
Joseph Steffan versus the United States

EDITED BY
MARC WOLINSKY AND KENNETH SHERRILL

Marc Wolinsky and Kenneth Sherrill have collected
here the affidavits filed on behalf of Joseph Steffan in
his landmark lawsuit against the United States govern-
ment, together with the counter-arguments of the
Department of Defense and the extraordinary opinion
of the U.S. District Court.

"This is a fascinating and valuable collec-
tion, both in substance and approach. I know of
nothing else in the literature of politics and the
judicial process that reveals the anatomy of a
case in this manner."—Robert L Hardgrave, Jr.,
University of Texas-Austin
All royalties from the sale of this book will be donated to the Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund
Paper: $14.95 ISBN 0-691-01944-4 Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-03307-2

FEDERAL POLICYMAKING
AND THE POOR

National Goals, Local Choices, and
Distributional Outcomes

MICHAEL J. RICH
Michael Rich examines to what extent benefits

of federal programs actually reach needy people. His
extensive analysis of the Community Development
Block Grant Program (CDBG) reveals that the crucial
divisions in domestic policy are between constellations
of participants in the different governmental arenas.

". . . addresses an important and compli-
cated question. It does so with simplicity and
clarity, in a novel and insightful manner that
leads to nonintuitive findings and imaginative
policy recommendations."
—Robert Stein, Rice University
Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-08652-4

New in paperback

CATHOLIC BISHOPS IN
AMERICAN POLITICS

TIMOTHY A. BYRNES
"A careful, dispassionate account of the

involvement of the Catholic leadership of the
United States in the political life of the country."
—Andrew M. Greeley, America

" . . . should provoke many large questions.
. . . This is a book for thinking hard about the
political dimensions of episcopal leadership."
—James T. Fisher, Commonweal
Now in paper: $12.95 ISBN 0-691 -00094-8

. * * *
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ALLIES, ADVERSARIES, AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE
JOANNE GOWA

During the Cold War, international trade closely paralleled the division of the world into
two rival political-military blocs. NATO and GATT were two sides of one coin; the Warsaw
Treaty Organization and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance were two sides of
another. In this book, Joanne Gowa examines the logic behind this linkage between
alliances and trade and asks whether it applies not only after but also before World War II.

". . . an outstanding and original book. . . . This work will have a major impact
on the study of international political economy."
—David A. Lake, University of California-San Diego
Cloth: $24.95 ISBN 0-691-03355-2

ETHNIC CONFLICT AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
EDITED BY MICHAEL E. BROWN

Drawn from recent issues of Survival, the essays in this volume advance our under-
standing of the causes of ethnic conflict, the regional and international implications of such
conflicts, and what the international community can do to minimize the potential for instabil-
ity and violence.

The contributors to the volume include Michael Brown, Anthony Smith, David Welsh,
Renee de Nevers, Pierre Hassner, Jack Snyder, Barry Posen, Kathleen Newland, Jenonne
Walker, Robert Cooper, Adam Roberts, John Chipman, and Mats Berdal.
Paper: $14.95 ISBN 0-691-00068-9 Cloth: $42.50 ISBN 0-691-03368-4

RED SUNSET
The Failure of Soviet Politics

PHILIP G. ROEDER
Why did the Soviet system fail? Philip Roeder finds the answer to these questions in

the Bolshevik "constitution"—the fundamental rules of the Soviet system that evolved from
revolutionary times into the post-Stalin era. In Roeder's view, the problem was not that
Soviet leaders did not attempt to change, but that their attempts were so often defeated by
institutional resistance to reform.

"Red Sunset is an important book. Roeder's analysis of the Soviet 'constitu-
tion' is an original, synthetic interpretation of Soviet political history, based on a
structural theory of political dynamics. It will be essential reading for students of
Soviet politics. . . ."—George W. Breslauer, University of California, Berkeley
Paper: $16.95 ISBN 0-691-01942-8 Cloth: $49.50 ISBN 0-691-03306-4

New in paperback

DEBT AND CRISIS IN LATIN AMERICA
The Supply Side of the Story

ROBERT DEVLIN
"[This] substantial study argues that Latin America's debt crisis of the 1980s

and the resulting regionwide recession are owed largely to the role of commer-
cial banks, which overexpanded credit and then overcontracted when the
region's liquidity problems became evident."—Abraham Lowenthal, Foreign Affairs
Now In paper: $17.95 ISBN 0-691-00079-4

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
41 WILLIAM ST., PRINCETON, NJ 08540 • ORDERS: 609-883-1759 • OR FROM YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE
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New from Oxford

THE CUBAN REVOLUTION
Origins, Course, and Legacy
MARIFELI PEREZ-STABLE
"By far the best work I have read on contemporary Cuba. It
is an excellent analysis of contemporary politics and eco-
nomics"—Franklin W. Knight. "Makes an important contri-
bution to the existing literature by integrating into a single
historical sweep the study of the last thirty years as an out-
growth of the previous sixty years"—Louis A. Perez, Jr.
$23.00, 236 pp.

THE AGE OF FEDERALISM
STANLEY ELKINS and ERIC McKITRICK
"An impressive achievement.... Links the story of the rise of
political parties in the U.S. with the struggles over foreign
relations, and in the process they shed new light on the
early development of American political culture.... Anyone
interested in how this country began under the Constitution
will be greatly rewarded by the reading of this book"—
Richard f. Barnet, The Los Angeles Times. "They explore
America's dominant republican ideology more fully here
than in any other source, making the book this generation's
standard interpretive study.... It will reward even seasoned
professionals with its insights, coverage, and reflections"—
Library Journal. $39.95, 925 pp.

THE WALLS CAME TUMBLING
DOWN
The Collapse of Communism in Eastern
Europe
GALE STOKES
"Authoritative, cogent, and compelling.... Stokes blends
meticulous research and narrative drive, covering
Communism's weary decline after 1968 with an epic
sweep.... With magisterial command, Stokes does full justice
to his monumental subject"—Kirkus Reviews. "Stokes's
overview traces the ebb and flow of personalities and events
in a manner that is both accessible to lay readers and infor-
mative to scholars"—Library Journal. $25.00, 319 pp

A HISTORY OF THE SUPREME
COURT
BERNARD SCHWARTZ
"Excellent.... The best one-volume history of the U.S.
Supreme Court...guides the reader on an impressive, infor-
mative journey through the Court's work over its two cen-
turies of existence"—Library Journal. "A work impressive in
its scope and readability.... Elegantly synthesizes the high-
lights of the Supreme Court's past from its origins through
the 1991 term"— Washington Post Book World. $30.00, 465 pp.

THE DEVIL WE KNEW
Americans and the Cold War
H.W. BRANDS
"A psychologically complicated and subtle interpretation of
the Cold War.... No reader can possibly finish this book
without being disquieted and intrigued.... The Devil We Knew
should firmly establish Brands's reputation—at least among
his professional peers—as one of the best and certainly one
of the most prolific young historians of the post-war peri-
od"—Kai Bird, Washington Post Book World. $25.00, 243 pp

At better bookstores. To charge, 1-800-451-7556 (M-F, 9-5 EST)

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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POLITICAL PARTIES
AND GENERATIONS
IN PARAGUAY'S
LIBERAL ERA,
1869-194O
by Paul H. Lewis

"Indispensable for any student of
modern Paraguay."—Jerry Cooney,
University of Louisville

Paul Lewis traces a pattern of evolution
amidst the political conflicts of modern
Paraguay. His astute examination of
political institutions centers around a
generational understanding of coalitions
and conflict.

REDEEMING AMERICA
Piety and Politics in the

New Christian Right

by Michael Lienesch

"Lienesch's significant contribution is
the cool, detached, objective presenta-
tion of New Christian Right thought.
No other scholar has even come close
to this achievement."
—Jeffrey Hadden, University of Virginia

344 pp., $45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

1 1 1 • I " '

FORTHCOMING

THE REGIME OF
ANASTASIO SOMO2A,
1936-1956
by Knut Wal ter

"A complete and balanced description of
Somoza's long ru le . . . . [The book] is a significant
contribution to both Latin American history and
political science."—R.L.Woodward, Jr.,
Tulane University

In this careful study in state-building, Knut Walter
focuses on the means by which Somoza gained
and consolidated power.

324 pp., $49.95 cloth, $17.95 paper

at bookstores or by toll-free order

THE UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
Chapel Hill • Phone (800) 848-6224, Fax (800) 272-6817
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RTHEASTERN
THE WHITE HOUSE
The First 200 Years
Edited by Frank Freidel and William Pencak
Introduction by John Milton Cooper, Jr.
In this collection, prominent historians and journalists
reflect on and assess the first 200 years of the White House
to provide insights into the evolution of the "people's house"
from its limited role in a struggling new nation to its present
role as the embodiment of America's view of the presidency.

"A baker's dozen of distinguished scholars has done full
justice to the dream of the preeminent Roosevelt biographer,
Frank Freidel—that they could capture the life and spirit
and history of the White House in its ever shifting
combinations of simplicity and grandeur, durability and
vulnerability, power and gridlock, vibrant life and sudden
death." — James MacGregor Burns
$24.95 cloth

.85

Revised Edition

QUAKERS AND POLITICS
Pennsylvania 1681-1726
Gary Nash
"(In] this brilliant investigation of the first half century
of William Penn's 'holy experiment,' Professor Nash's .. .
concern is to explore the connections between the structure
of society and the nature of politics This is the best single
volume on the early history of Pennsylvania, and one that
has meaning for the early history of other American colonies
as welL" — Virginia Quarterly Review

$14.95 paper

BUILDING A NEW BOSTON
Politics and Urban Renewal, 1950-1970
Thomas H. O'Connor
"Here is one of the great stories in American urban history
told by a great historian. In 1949, Boston was 'a hopeless
backwater,' its skyline stunted, and its municipal govern-
ment a national disgrace; by 1970, a 'New Boston' had been
created...." — Jack Beatty, Senior Editor, Atlantic Monthly

"A fascinating new book." -
$24.95 cloth

- Robert Campbell, Boston Globe

New Edition

THE RADICAL FUTURE OF
LIBERAL FEMINISM
Zillah R. Eisenstein

With a new preface and postscript by the author
"In her . . . demanding and invigorating book, Eisenstein
shows that liberal feminism is 'self-contradictory because it
'accepts liberalism and at the same time rejects its patriarchal
base'... . This brilliant, logical, inflammatory work is
essential." — Library Journal

$35.00 cloth • $12.95 paper

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY PRESS
360 Huntington Avenue, 272HN
Boston, MA 02115

BLACK MADONNAS
Feminism, Religion, and Politics in Italy
Lucia Chiavola Birnbaum
"In a fascinating study... [Birnbaum] identifies the expression
of contemporary Italian liberation theology in the beliefs
and observances surrounding the dark (black, brown, or gray)
madonnas of Italy.... [She] sees continuity between those
earth-based images of the sacred female and their Neolithic
predecessors found on or near the same sites."

— Charlene Spretnak, Ms.
$35.00 cloth

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Introduction by Maureen Fitzgerald

In 1895 Elizabeth Cady Stanton published a controversial
critique of the Bible that attributed woman's powerlessness
not only to the laws of the state but also to the teachings
of the predominant religions. Nearly a century later, her
views remain relevant in the current debate about the role
of women in the church. A new introduction places the
document in its historic context and comments on its place
within religious studies.

$14.95 paper

AMERICAN WOMEN IN THE NINETIES
Today's Critical Issues
Edited by Sherri Matteo

"[American Women in the Nineties] contains some excellent
summaries of women's health, education, and economic
status; the essays on abortion and sexual harassment provide
unusual and useful perspectives on much-belabored
subjects." — Library Journal

$37.50 cloth • $14.95 paper
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V
RACY

AMERICA AND THE WORLD
CAPITALISM,
SOCIALISM, AND
DEMOCRACY
REVISITED
edited by Larry
Diamond and
Marc F. Plattner

"An excellent collection
of essays—thoughtful,
provocative, illuminat-
ing. They make a book
well worth reading."—Irving
Kristol, American Enterprise
Institute

"Must reading for anyone who considers
him- or herself a political economist, and
it should also appeal to those probing the
uncertainties of contemporary democrati-
zation."—Philippe C. Schmitter, Stanford
University

A Journal of Democracy Book

$12.95 paperback

BRAZILIAN
INDUSTRIALISTS
AND DEMOCRATIC
CHANGE
Leigh Payne
The first book to address the issue of the
role of business elites in the democratic
transition shows that the Brazilian indus-
trial elites were more interested in political
stability than in whether the regime in
power was authoritarian or democratic.

$32.50 hardcover

THE DOMINICAN
INTERVENTION
Abraham F. Lowenthal
"The intervention by the United States in
the Dominican Republic in 1965 has
inspired several books, and this one is
clearly the best."—Review of Politics

$14.95 paperback

THIRD WORLD
POLITICS

A Comparative Introduction
second edition
Paul Cammack,
David Pool, and
William Tordoff

"The analysis is developed in a
series of concise, generally

well-written chapters on differ-
ent themes, which each author

discusses with reference to a specific
region."—Studies in Comparative
International Development, reviewing
the first edition

$16.95 paperback

INTERNATIONAL
PEACEKEEPING
Paul F. Diehl
"This book adds considerably to our
understanding of peacekeeping as it has
evolved, principally through U.N. practice,
over the past forty years."—Gene Lyons,
Dartmouth College

Perspectives on Security: Richard Ned
Lebow, Series Editor

$36.50 hardcover

AMERICAN
NATIONAL
SECURITY
Policy and Process
fourth edition
Amos A. Jordan,
William J.Taylor, Jr., and
Lawrence J. Korb

"There are more than enough pub-
lished compendia in the field of
national security studies, but few fully in-
tegrated textbooks. American National
Security is truly outstanding in providing
such needed integration and longer-range
vision."—Zbigniew Brzezinski

$21.95 paperback

THOMAS PAINE
AND THE RELIGION
OF NATURE
Jack Fruchtman, Jr.
"Fruchtman demonstrates . . . how insepa-
rably related the questions of religion and
politics were for the American founders.
No book in print does a better—or even
comparable—job of laying out Paine's
doctrine and tracing the web of his ideas."
—Wilson Carey McWilliams, Rutgers
University

$32.50 hardcover

DOES
REDISTRICTING
MAKE A
DIFFERENCE:
Partisan Representation and Electoral
Behavior
Mark E. Rush
Today, politically divisive redistricting—
gerrymandering to some—causes bitter
reapportionment disputes and legislative
wrangling. Mark Rush offers a skeptical

inquiry into this controversy and a criti-
cal assessment of the assumptions
underlying current analyses of the

redistricting process.

$32.50 hardcover

REGULATORY
POLITICS IN

TRANSITION
Marc Allen Eisner

Marc Eisner adopts a regulatory
regime framework to address the
combination of policy change and
institutional innovation during the

Progressive period, the New Deal, and the
contemporary period.

Interpreting American Politics: Michael
Nelson, Series Editor

$14.95 paperback

M THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
*¥ Hampden Station, Baltimore, Maryland 21211 • To order, call 1-800-537-5487.
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Find money for research in the.• •

Guide to Federal Funding
For Social Scientists

Whether your specialty is
demographic anthropology, political
economy or social psychology, the
multidisciplinary Guide to Federal
Funding for Social Scientists,
2nd edition, has a federal program
to support your interests.
Over 250 federally funded programs
in the social sciences are indexed by
agency and subject matter to simplify
your search.

Program descriptions outline names of
contacts, review processes, application

procedures and deadlines, budget in-
formation, and examples of funded

projects. Essays authored by agency
insiders supplement the program

descriptions and guide the researcher
W through the ins and outs of the main

funding institutions. The Guide is an
indispensable resource for both pre- and

post-doctoral social scientists.

Order Form
Enclosed is payment for
at the rate of:
• $30 + $3.50 shipping for MEMBERS*
Payment:
LI Check LI Visa/Mastercard No.:

Name

copies of the Guide to Federal Funding for Social Scientists

• $50 + $3.50 shipping for NONMEMBERS

Exp. date

Member Affiliation

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone ( Signature (credit card orders)

'Members of the following
organizations are entitled to
Member rates:

American Anthropological Association
American Economic Association
American Historical Association
American Political Science Association
American Psychological Association
American Sociological Association
American Statistical Association
Association of American Geographers
Association of American Law Schools
Linguistic Society ot America

MAIL TO:

Publications/APSA
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036
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NEW FROM
GREENWOOD
PUBLISHING GROUPINC

In Defense of Political Trials
By Charles F. Abel and Frank H. Marsh
Defines responsible government and individual rights
in relation to contemporary public policy and privacy,
religious, medical, bioethical, scientific, and health
care issues.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 168 pages. 0-313-25111-8. $55.00.

Franklin Pierce
A Bibliography
Compiled by Wilfred J. Bisson
with the assistance of Gerry Hayden
Provides information on sources pertaining to Pierce,
his times, his administration, and other important
figures in the government.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 192 pages. 0-313-28172-6. $55.00.

Rhetorical Studies of National
Political Debates
1960-1992, Second Edition
Edited by Robert V. Friedenberg
The only book-length rhetorical analysis of national
political debates from 1960 to the present, this book
demonstrates how debates have become complex,
calculated political events with significant conse-
quences.
Praeger Publishers. 1993. 288 pages. 0-275-94339-9. $59.95.
A paperback Is also available: 0-275-94340-2. $18.95

The 1,000 Hour War
Communication in the Gulf
Edited by Thomas A. McCain and Leonard Shyles
Asserts that the 1,000 Hour War was a unique case of
military action that owed both its prosecution and its
coverage to the same technologies.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 232 pages. 0-313-28747-3. $49.95.

Confronting Conflict
Domestic Factors and U.S.
Policymaking in the Third World
By Deepa Mary Ollapally

A good text for all those concerned with U.S. foreign
policymaking.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 224 pages. 0-313-28824-0. $55.00.

Security, Arms Control, and
Conflict Reduction in East Asia
and the Pacific
A Bibliography, 1980-1991
Compiled by Andrew McClean
The most comprehensive bibliography to date on the
myriad aspects of peace and security issues in East
Asia and the Pacific.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 576 pages. 0-313-27539-4. $95.00.

Community Service
Encounter with Strangers
By Howard B. Radest
This work reviews the history and present practice of
community service in the United States.
Praeger Publishers. 1993. 216 pages. 0-275-94186-8. $49.95.

Jimmy Carter
Foreign Policy and Post-Presidential
Years
Edited by Herbert D. Rosenbaum and Alexej Ugrinsky
Intriguing essays examining the range of foreign af-
fairs issues that confronted the Carter administration.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 528 pages. 0-313-28844-5. $75.00.

The Presidency and Domestic
Policies of Jimmy Carter
Edited Herbert D. Rosenbaum and Alexej Ugrinsky
A collection of major papers analyzing the domestic
policies of the Carter presidency.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 876 pages. 0-313-28845-3. $95.00.

The U.S. Constitution and the
Power to Go to War
Historical and Current Perspectives
Edited by Gary M. Stern, and Morton H. Halperin
Essential reading for scholars and policymakers con-
cerned with the use of military or paramilitary force,
the division of power between the Congress and the
president, and the interpretation of constitutional and
other restraints.
Greenwood Press. 1993. 208 pages. 0-313-28958-1. $55.00.

ORDER TOLL-FREE, 24 HOURS-A-DAY: 1-800-225-5800
Please call us for a free catalog at (203) 226-3571

AD93

GREENWOOD PRESS • PRAEGER PUBLISHERS
Imprints of GREENWOOD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC.

88 Post Road West, Box 5007, Westport, CT 06881 -5007
(203)226-3571 • Office FAX (203) 222-1502
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O*R iN t A*

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Peace Process
American Diplomacy and the
Arab-Israeli Conflict Since 1967
WILLIAM B. QUANDT
Quandt offers the hopeful message
that the US, if it plays its role of
mediator skillfully, can contribute
to a resolution of the dispute be-
tween Israel and its Arab neighbors.
$40.00 cloth, $16.00 paper

Second Front
Censorship and Propaganda in
the Gulf War
JOHN R. MACARTHUR
Foreword by Ben H. Bagdikian
New in paper—"Nothing less than
an indictment ofthe American news
media for dereliction of duty under
fire. Anyone who still has an opin-
ion about Desert Storm ought to
read all about it."

—New York Newsday
With a New Afterword—$10.00 paper

Choosing Justice
An Experimental Approach to
Ethical Theory
NORMAN FROHLICH and
JOE A. OPPENHEIMER
New in paper—"A brilliant and
potentially seminal piece of work.
It innovates as exciting and original
an approach to social ethics as I
have ever seen."

—Thomas Schwartz, UCLA
California Series on Social Choice and
Political Economy, $15.00 paper

Postwar Japan
as History
Edited by ANDREW GORDON
Japan's catapu Itto world econom ic
power has inspired many studies,
but few have looked at the 45 years
of postwar Japan through the lens of
history. The contributors to this
book seek to offer such a view.
$60.00 cloth, $17.00 paper, illustrated

The Power of
the Gun
The Emergence of Modern
Chinese Warlordism
EDWARD A. McCORD
Here is a new interpretation ofthe
emergence of warlordism in early
20th-century China. McCord shows
how the repeated use of the military
to settle disputes over the structure
and allocation of political power in
the early Republic thwarted the
consolidation of civil authority.
$45.00 cloth

How Fascism
Ruled Women
Italy, 1922-1945
VICTORIA DE GRAZIA
New in paper—"Extremely well
researched and drawing upon a
vast array of sources, this is the first
full-length study ofthe experiences
of women under Italian fascism."

—Library Journal
A Centennial Book, $14.00 paper, illustrated

Muslim Extremism in Egypt
The Prophet and Pharaoh
GILLES KEPEL
Translated by Jan Rothschild
New in paper—"An intelligent, sympathetic, but critical survey of the more
importantMuslim fundamentalist movements, leaderships, and ideologies
in Egypt today."—The Annals
With a new Preface—$12.00 paper

Healing the
Masses
Cuban Health Politics at Home
and Abroad
JULIE M. FEINSILVER
Foreword by David E. Apter
"Will inform and surprise even the
Cuba 'experts' inside Cuba and
may also helpexplain why the revo-
lution has been able to endure."

—Saul Landau, Institute for
Policy Studies, Washington D.C.

$45.00 cloth, $17.00 paper

From the Fat
of Our Souls
Social Change, Political Process,
and Medical Pluralism in Bolivia
LIBBET CRANDON-MALAMUD
New in paper—"Crandon-Mala-
mud uses the self-reflexive voice of
the 'new ethnography' (but with
greater political conviction and
more humanity) Its most impor-
tant message is that medicine
everywhere... is a means to effect
change." —Medical

Anthropology Quarterly
Comparative Studies of Health Systems &
Medical Care, $16.00 paper, illustrated

war of Shadows
The Struggle for Utopia in the
Peruvian Amazon
MICHAEL F. BROWN and
EDUARDO FERNANDEZ
New in paper—"Provides material
essential for an understanding of
contemporary indigenous activism
and the political conflicts that in-
spire it."—I'Homme
$14.00 paper, illustrated m

••••las-
At bookstores or order toll-free 1-800-822-6657.

University of
California jPress
Berkeley Los Angeles New York London
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E
The Fatal
Embrace

in-

The University
of Chicago
Press
5801 S. Ellis Ave.
Chicago, IL 60637

BENJAMIN GINSBERG

The Fatal Embrace
Jews and the State

What are the political sources of organized anti-Semitism? Ginsberg examines
the cycle of Jewish success and anti-Semitic attack throughout the diaspora,
with a concentrated focus on the "special case" of America.

"Ginsberg's arguments—well-documented in statistics and footnotes—are
compelling.... Provocative and intriguing."—Kirkus Reviews
Cloth $22.00 296 pages

MICHAEL BESS

Realism, Utopia, and
the Mushroom Cloud
Four Activist Intellectuals and Their Strategies for Peace,
1945-1989

This book compares the careers of four intellectuals—Louise Weiss,
Leo Szilard, E. P. Thompson, and Danilo Dolci—each of whom shared a
revulsion for the nuclear "balance of terror," but who also possessed sharply
divergent visions of a post-Cold War peace.
*Paper $19.95 328 pages

PETER J.STEINBERGER

The Concept of Political Judgment
Steinberger shows how the seemingly contradictory claims of inference
and intuition are reconciled in the concept of political judgment.

"This work moves with sure steps among the literatures of philosophy, political
theory, and other domains and manifests impressive logical and rhetorical
skills."—Richard E. Flathman, The Johns Hopkins University
*Paper $17.95 322 pages

New edition

ELISABETH NOELLE-NEUMANN

The Spiral of Silence
Public Opinion—Our Social Skin
Second Edition

Noelle-Neumann examines public opinion as a form of social control in which
individuals shape their behavior to prevailing attitudes about what is acceptable.
Includes three new chapters.

"Ought to be on the 'must read' list of any social scientist interested in public
opinon formation."—James W. Hootois, American Political Science Review, from a
review of the first edition
*Paper $14.95 304 pages

* Cloth edition available
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Edited by ROBERT H. BATES, V. Y. MUDIMBE,
and JEAN F. O'BARR

Africa and the Disciplines
The Contributions of Research in Africa to the Social Sciences
and Humanities

Eleven distinguished scholars address the question: Why should Africa
be studied in the university?

"Exceptionally thoughtful and remarkably comprehensive."—John Comaroff,
University of Chicago
"Paper $9.95 232 pages

MICHEL WIEVIORKA

The Making of Terrorism
Translated by David Gordon White

Wieviorka applies interventionist sociology to a comparative analysis of
Italian, Peruvian, Basque, and Middle Eastern terrorist groups, and in the proc-
ess throws new light on the terrorists and their relationships both to the move-
ments they represent and the social institutions they attempt to destroy.
*Paper $19.95 376 pages

PAUL BAIROCH

Economics and World History
Myths and Paradoxes

Bairoch deflates twenty commonly held myths about economic history.
"Sheds fascinating light on many of the accepted truths of modern economic
history: an intriguing account, well executed."—Alfred L Malabre, Jr., Econom-
ics Editor, Wall Street Journal and author of Lost Prophets: An Insider's History of
the Modern Economists
Cloth $32.50 200 pages illus.

Edited by JEFFREY A. FRANKEI and MILES KAHLER

Regionalism and Rivalry
Japan and the United States in Pacific Asia

Leading economists and political scientists contend that the rapid growth
of intraregional trade in East Asia is not due to a trade bloc, but can be
explained by the rapid growth of East Asian economies.
Cloth $63.00 504 pages illus.

An NBER Conference Report

* Cloth edition available
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The University
of Chicago
Press
5801 S. Ellis Ave.
Chicago, 1L 60637

JOSHUA MITCHELL

Not by Reason Alone
Religion, History, and Identity in Early Modern Political Thought

Interweaving political, religious, and historical themes, this book offers a
provocative reinterpretation of early modern thought. Rather than assuming
that it is founded upon the primacy of reason, Mitchell argues that Enlightenment
thought attempts to locate politics within an authoritative history bound by
religion.

"A bold and complex act of theoretical reconstruction.... Highly recommended."
—Jean Bethke Elshtain, Vanderbilt University
Cloth $34.95 272 pages

New paperback edition

BERNARD CRICK

In Defence of Politics
Fourth Edition

This illuminating celebration of the political world asserts that politics remains
the only tested alternative to government by coercion. This edition has been
updated to include an assessment of the revolutions in 1989 in Eastern Europe
as well as of current situations in Northern Ireland, Israel and Palestine and
South Africa.
Paper $13.95 272 pages

GARY ORFIELD and CAROLE ASHKINAZE

The Closing Door
Conservative Policy and Black Opportunity

The first major critique of the effect of conservative policies on urban race
and poverty in the 1980s.
"A valuable first step in reorienting the political debate. Others should follow
the trail blazed here."—Jospeh Stewart, Jr., Journal of Politics
Paper $11.95 274 pages illus.

Now in Paper

FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING GORDON J. HAWKINS

The Scale of Imprisonment
A comprehensive assessment of the factors behind the growth and
subsequent overcrowding of American prisons.
"Has an exceptionally well designed literature review of interest to public policy,
criminal justice, and public law scholars. Its careful review, analysis, and
critique of research is stimulating and inventive."—American Political Science Review
Paper $12.95 258 pages illus.

Studies in Crime and Justice
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Northern Protest
Martin Luther King, Jr., Chicago, and the Civi

Rights Movement

James R. Ralph, Jr.
"Jim Ralph has written the fullest and most perceptive
account yet to appear of the 1 966 civil-rights campaign
in Chicago, a crucial event in the history of the move-
ment. Ralph has traced the origins of the campaign in the
politics of Chicago's African-American community; he has
described the uneasy relationship between local activists
and the national civil-rights leaders who came to their
aid; and he has explained why the 1966 campaign pro-
duced reactions in Washington so different from those the
earlier campaigns in the South had created.
$27.95 cloth

Chester Bowles—
New Dealer in the Cold War
Howard B. Schaffer

When Harry Truman named him ambassador to India in
1951, Chester Bowles was already a prominent figure
in American public life and yet his past hardly presaged
the turn his path would take in Asia. Over the next two
decades, at home and abroad, Bowles would become
one of the leading liberal lights in American foreign poli-
cy. His biography is also the story of America finding its
place in a changing world, a story of remarkable rele-
vance to our own post-cold war era.

"An extraordinarily fine book...Schaffer takes us
inside the tensions that recurrently wax and wane in
American foreign policy...An insightful and judicious
portrayal of Chester Bowies."

—Robert F. Goheen, Princeton Universi*y
An Institute for the Study of Diplomacy Book
22 halftones $29.95 cloth

The Anatomy of
Anriliberalism
Stephen Holmes

Liberal: spoken in a certain tone, heard more and more
often lately, it summons up permissiveness, materialism,
rootlessness, skepticism, relativism run rampant. How
has liberalism, the grand democratic ideal, come to be
a dirty word? This book shows us what antiliberalism
means in the modern world—where it comes from,
whom it serves, and why it speaks with such a forceful, if
everchanging, voice.
$29.95 cloth

The Politics Presidents Make
Leadership from John Adams to George Bush

Stephen Skowronek
Stephen Skowronek's wholly innovative study demon-
strates that presidential leadership needs to be under-
stood in "political time." Presidents are continually dis-
rupting and transforming the political landscape, but
each president also inherits a particular type of political
context, a regime shaped by his predecessors that he
rejects or affirms. Who is a new president replacing,
what previous program is he extending or rejecting, and
how strong is the resistance to his new agenda?
Skowronek's penetrating stories of fifteen presidents illu-
minate his theory about how political time affects presi-
dential leadership. The conflicts of James Monroe offer
insight into the leadership of Lyndon Johnson; the con-
tretemps of Franklin Pierce prompt a reassessment of
Jimmy Carter; the battles of Andrew Jackson recast our
understanding of the leadership of Ronald Reagan.
Belknap $29.95 cloth
A SELECTION OF THE HISTORY BOOK CLUB

The Sicilian Mafia
The Business of Private Protection

Diego Gambefta
"[Gambetta] asks precise questions about a well-defined
object of study placed firmly in its particular context.. .He
shows in detail how protection against competition is
secured and how intelligence-gathering and secrecy,
violence and the securing and maintaining of reputations
can be understood as means of dealing in the special
commodity of protection...From within this illuminating
conceptual framework, he then asks a number of contro-
versial historical questions...Best of all is Gambetta's
nuanced discussion of what maintains the organization
and cohesion of the Mafia."

—Steven Lukes, Times Literary Supplement
$39.95 cloth
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The Soviet Social Contract
and Why It Failed
Welfare Policy and Workers' Politics from

Brezhnev to Yeltsin

Linda J. Cook
Linda Cook provides the first critical assessment of the
Soviet social contract—a tacit agreement between the
post-Stalin regime and the working class whereby the
state provided economic and social security in return for
the workers' political compliance. She asks what effect
such a contract may have had on Gorbachev's attempts
to liberalize the economy and she provides case studies
on job security, price stability, and social service
subsidies. $45.00 cloth

Westminster's World
Understanding Political Roles

Donald D. Searing
Applying a new motivational role theory to materials
from extensive first-hand interviews conducted during
the eventful 1970s, Donald Searing deepens our
understanding of how Members of Parliament under-
stand their goals, their careers, and their impact on
domestic and g lobal issues. He explores how
Westminster's world both controls and is created by
individuals, illuminating the interplay of institutional con-
straints and individual choice in shaping roles within the
political arena.No other book tells us so much about
political life at Westminster.
$49.95 cloth

Heidegger's Crisis
Philosophy and Politics in Nazi Germany

Hans Sluga
Starting with Fichte and Nietzsche, whom the Nazis
claimed as their intellectual foebears, Heidegger's
Crisis shows not only how the Nazis exploited philo-
sophical ideas and used philosophers to gain public
acceptance, but also how German philosophers, using
National Socialism to promote themselves and their
own philosophical agenda, played into the hands of
the Nazis. Sluga describes the growth, from World
War I onward, of a powerful right-wing movement in
German philosophy, in which nationalistic, antisemitic,
and antidemocratic ideas flourished.

"Finally, a fair and informed account of Heidegger's
infamous political stand. It will become the final refer-
ence on this subject."

—Hubert Dreyfus, University of California, Berkeley
$29.95 cloth

Nationalism lp»
Five Roads to Modernity '

Liah Greenfeld
"Greenfeld displays near-
encyclopedic knowledge
of the culture and history of
various countries; her enter-
prise is not just impressive,
it is heroic."
—Walter Laqueur,
Washington Post
Book World
$19.95 paper

Interpretation and
Social Criticism
Michael Walzer
"Learned, cogent and provocative. It avoids the preten-
sions of both scientific certainty and grand theory and
treats social criticism as the 'educated cousin of com-
mon complaint.' It also succeeds brilliantly in making an
ancient religion relevant to the contemporary political
imagination, which perhaps confirms Santayana's point
that the prophet is he who draws truth from fable."
—-John Patrick Higgins, New York Times Book Review

The Tanner Lectures on Human Values
$9.95 paper

The Transformation of
Corporate Control
Neil Fligstein

"The Transformation of Corporate Control is an out-
standing analysis of the social forces shaping one of the
central institutions of the modern era ... The book is the
most formidable direct chal lenge yet to Alfred
Chandler, who dominates American corporate histo-
ry...This is an important and outstanding contribution to
the analysis of the American corporation and the devel-
opment of a truly social sociology of the economy."

—William G. Roy, Contemporary Sociology
$19.95 paper

Available at bookstores or from

Harvard
University
Press
Cambridge, MA 02138
Order toll-free: 800-448-2242
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The American Political Science Association And
Academic Information Systems/IBM

Announce

PoliAVare A POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOFTWARE REVIEW PROGRAM

The APSA has a pilot project to identify, evaluate and disseminate instructional
software. The project is supported by IBM's Academic Information Systems.

Authors of political science software for students are invited to submit their pro-
grams, with the information requested below, for review by the APSA Software
Review Committee. Software must be IBM compatible.

Software submissions should include:

• Five copies of the program

• A statement of the program's purpose and learning objectives

• Descriptions of:
1. student audience, topics and courses

2. methodology and teaching strategy

3. hardware and other software needed to run the programs
This information will be the basis of a user's guide to the software.
Instructional and research software judged by the Review Committee to be of

exceptional pedagogical and technical quality will be offered for sale. Proceeds will
be used to pay royalties to authors and underwrite the peer review process.

The political science software will be widely distributed through APSA as part
of The Academic Software Library (TASL) in cooperation with Wise-Ware Software
Distribution Center.

Submissions/Information:
Poli-Ware/APSA

1527 New Hampshire Ave.. NW • Washington, DC 20036

Lifting the Veil
A POLITICAL HISTORY OF STRUGGLES FOR EMANCIPATION

Richard A. Couto
Focusing on Haywood County, Tennessee, Richard Couto examines the lives of African
Americans struggling against the Jim Crow system. "A rare and valuable history."—
James C. Scott, Yale University
368 pages, illustrations, ISBN -807-X, $36.95 cloth library edition, ISBN -808-0, $16.95 paper

Co-winner of the APSA Victoria Schuck Award

Segregated Sisterhood
RACISM AND THE POLITICS OF AMERICAN FEMINISM

Nancie Caraway
"Segregated Sisterhood dares to raise sensitive questions. It even makes accusations
about weak alliances or a lack of any alliances between majority women and women of
color... . [A] highly literate and thoughtful book."—Congresswoman Maxine Waters
296 pages, ISBN -719-7, $42.50 cloth, ISBN -720-0, $18.95 paper

White Political Women
PATHS FROM PRIVILEGE TO EMPOWERMENT

Diane L. Fowlkes

"By allowing white women activists to speak at length of their views toward feminism,
race, and politics and by carefully listening to their responses, Fowlkes provides insight
into how white political women move from a position of privilege to one of empower-
ment."—Susan J. Carroll, Rutgers University
276 pages, ISBN -717-0, $38.95 cloth, ISBN -718-9, $14.95 paper

ISBN prefix 0-87049
Postage: $3 for first book; $.75 for each additional book

Library of Congress

The University of
Tennessee Press
KNOXVILLE 37996-0325
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World Resources
1994-95
WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE
This edition of World Resources features a
special report on northern consumption, as well
as regional reports on China and India,
providing key environmental and
developmental trends in the world's two most
populous nations.
March 1994 400 pp.; illus. cloth $21.95

Human Development
Report 1993
UNITED NATIONS
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The 1993 Report not only updates the findings
of the earlier volumes, hut shifts the focus
towards the "other" side of human
development—mobilizing and utilizing human
potential, surveying the instruments for
enhancing and encouraging participatory
patterns of development.
1993 240 pp.; two-color illus. paper $17.95
cioth $29.95

New in paperback!

Deadlock or Decision
The U.S. Senate and the
Rise of National Politics
A Twentieth Century Fund
Book
FRED R. HARRIS,
University of New Mexico
"This book is solidly researched and fascinating.
Fred Harris writes with an understanding of the
Senate that only someone who has served there
can provide."—Paul Simon, United States
Senator, Illinois
1993 368 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $27.50

The President and
the Parties
The Transformation of the
American Party System Since
the New Deal
SIDNEY M. MILKIS, Brandos University
"For anyone interested in how Franklin
Roosevelt and the New Deal shaped the
American party system, this will be required
reading."—David Mayhew, Yale University
1993 384 pp. paper $16.95 cloth $55.00

How Women
Legislate
SUE THOMAS, Georgetown University
"A first-rate book by an up-and-coming young
political scientist, likely to be the standard for
some time to come....Interesting and
important."—Barbara Sinclair, University of
California, Riverside
January 1994 272 pp. paper $14.95
cloth $39.95

Now in a new edition!

The Environmental
Protection Agency
Asking the Wrong
Questions
Expanded Edition
MARC K. LANDY, Boston College,
MARC J. ROBERTS, Harvard School of
Public Health and the Kennedy School of
Government, and STEPHEN R.
THOMAS, Fordham University
Foreword by Congressman
Morris K. Udall
Expanded to cover the Bush administration and
the beginnings of the Clinton administration, this
exploration of one of the most critical problems of
modern government and democratic politics is
now more timely than ever.
1990 (paper February 1994) 352 pp.
paper $16.95 cloth $32.50

The End of
Communist Power
Anti-Corruption
Campaigns and the
Legitimation Crisis
LESLIE HOLMES,
University of Melbourne
"A major contribution to comparative communist
studies."—William A. Joseph, Wellesley College
(Europe and the International Order)
1993 384 pp.; 2 rabies paper $15.95
cloth $55.00

The German Left
Red, Green, and Beyond
ANDREI S. MARKOVITS,
University of California, Santa Cruz,
and PHILIP S. GORSKI, University of
California, Berkeley
This comprehensive, richly detailed history and
political analysis of the German Left since 1945
shows how the emergence of the Greens
fundamentally changed politics in the Federal
Republic, transformed the style and output of
one of the most important and traditional Lefts
in Europe, and provided the most prominent
and potent expression of "postmodern" politics
in the advanced capitalist states.
(Europe and the International Order)
January 1994 382 pp. paper $16.95
cloth $55.00

Now in a new edition!

The Shaping of the
Modern Middle East
Revised Edition
BERNARD LEWIS,
Princeton University, Emeritus
Now revised to include the volatile
developments in the last three decades of
international affairs, this classic work by
America's premier scholar on the region
illuminates the geography, culture, history,
language, and religion of the Middle East and
its relationship with the West as no other text
can.
1993 224 pp.; 8 illus., 2 maps paper $12.95
cloth $29.95

The Judicial Process
An Introductory Analysis
of the Courts of the
United States, England,
and France
Sixth Edition
HENRY]. ABRAHAM,
University of Virginia
"Exceptional in every edition, but the sixth is
the best of all—a rare mix of federal, state and
foreign courts."—Richard Bloss,
Chicago State University
1993 432 pp.; 5 illus. paper $19.95

Prices and publication dates are subject to change. To request an examination copy, write on school letterhead giving full
course information, including course name, level, expected enrollment, and your decision deadline, to

Oxford University Press
ATTN: College Sales Coordinator, 200 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Beyond Charity

Beyond Charity
International Cooperation and
the Global Refugee Crisis
A Twentieth Century Fund Book
GIL LOESCHER,
University of Notre Dame
"Loescher's book is the most comprehensive
and balanced analysis of an issue of increas-
ing importance both for national security and
for world politics. Anyone who wants to find
out about the directions of the global refu-
gee crisis, about the mechanisms that have
tried to cope with it in the past and today,
and about what ought to be done, should read
this impressive work."—Stanley Hoffmann,
Harvard University.
1993 272 pp.; illus. $35.00

Bentham's Prison
A Study of the
Panopticon Penitentiary
JANET SEMPLE,
University College, London
The panopticon was a prison devised by
Bentham. This book tells the story of
Bentham's dealings with the politicians as
he tried to get it built, assesses the
panopticon in the context of penal philoso-
phy and of 18th-century punishment, and
discusses it as an instrument of the modern
technology of subjection.
1993 360 pp.; illus. $60.00

Making Men Moral
Civil Liberties and
Public Morality
ROBERT P. GEORGE, Princeton University
George defends the traditional justification
of morals legislation against criticisms ad-
vanced by leading liberal theorists. He ar-
gues that such legislation can play a
legitimate role in maintaining a moral envi-
ronment conducive to virtue and inhospitable
to at least some forms of vice.
1993 256 pp. $42.00

Social Corporatism
A Superior Economic System?
Edited by JUKKA PEKKARINEN, Labour
Institute for Economic Research, Helsinki,
MATTI POHJOLA ETLA-Research
Institute of the Finnish Economy, Helsinki,
and BOB ROWTHORN, Cambridge
University
Distinct from both socialism and capitalism,
social corporatism is defined in this book as
an economic system in which the labor mar-
ket is organized by centralized wage bargain-
ing and is non-exclusive as well as
egalitarian. The study focuses on the links
between the degree of corporatism and
macroeconomic performance.
(WIDER Studies in Development Economics)
1992 448 pp.; illus. $95.00

American Political
Cultures
RICHARD J. ELLIS, Wilamette
University
This work challenges the thesis that Ameri-
can political culture is characterized by a con-
sensus on liberal capitalist values. Ellis
demonstrates that American history is best
understood as a contest between five rival
political cultures: egalitarian community,
competitive individualism, hierarchical col-
lectivism, atomized fatalism, and autono-
mous hermitude.
1993 272 pp. $45.00

Prices are subject to change and
apply only in the U.S.

For order information
please call 1-800-451-7556.

Lobbying in the
European Community
Edited by SONIA MAZEY,
Cambridge University, and
JEREMY J. RICHARDSON,
University of Warwick
This work uniquely provides academic analy-
sis and an insider's account of how lobbying
works. It examines the results of the increas-
ing power transfer to Brussels in terms of
EC policy progress, the activities of the EC
Commission as an "adolescent" bureaucracy,
and lobbying group behavior at national and
European levels.
(Nuffield European Studies)
1993 280 pp.; illus. $48.00

The House of Lords
at Work
A Study Based on the
1988-1989 Session
Edited by DONALD SHELL, University of
Bristol, and DAVID BEAMISH, House of
Lords
A systematic and comprehensive analysis of
one complete session of the British House of
Lords, this study evaluates every aspect of
the activity of the House—its membership,
the treatment of legislation, debates and
questions, select committee work, and its sit-
tings and divisions.
1993 424 pp.; illus. $65.00

MARXISM
AND

DEMOCRACY

JOSEPH V. FEMIA

Marxism and
Democracy
JOSEPH V. FEMIA University of
Liverpool
Through a critical analysis of what Marx and
his disciples had to say about democracy,
Femia explores the reasons for the failure of
Marxism which the collapse of the Soviet
Union seems to herald.
1993 200 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $39.95

2OO MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK, NY 1OO16
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Take Your Students Inside.

The

POLITICS
of

AMERICAN GOWEMNMENT

STEPHEN J.WAYNE
Georgetown
University

G. CALVIN
MACKENZIE
Colby College

DAVID M. O'BRIEN
University of Virginia

RICHARD L. COLE
University of Texas
at Arlington

Take your students inside
American government for
a demonstration of how
we are all participants in
the drama of American
political life. Show them
how different inciividuals
and groups use the politi-
cal system to seek power and to advance their own
values and interests. Give them a richer understand-
ing of the complex motives that drive the partici-
pants in the American political debate.

Take your students inside American politics in the
company of four political scientists who can offer
outstanding scholarship, extensive teaching
experience, and a wealth of insider perspectives

The

POLITICS
AMERICAN

GOVERNMENT

Complete Edition

* WAYNK *
• () T>R1 N

Ancillaries include:
• Instructor's Resource

Manual
• Printed Test Item

File/Computerized
Test Item File

• Study Guide
• Micrograde

Gradebook
• Teaching The Politics

of American
Government: Lectures
on Disk

• Videos/Videoguide
• Presidential

Campaign software
• State and Local

Government
Supplement

• Transparency
Package

• A Ralph Nader
supplement on political
participation

Cloth / 896 pp. (approx.) /January 1994

Also available in a shorter paperbound edition:
Tbe Politics of American Government
Basic Edition: Foundations, Participation,
and Institutions

St. Martin's Press • College Division
175 Fifth Avenue, Dcpt. JR, New York, NY 10010
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New and Noteworthy i
STATE AND LOCAL POLITICS
JOHN A. STRAAYER, Colorado State University
ROBERT D. WRINKLE, University of Texas- Pan American
J. L. POLINARD, University of Texas- Pan American

Provides a comprehensive introduction to the structure of state and local
government • Examines federalism, the constitutions and branches of state
governments, and the structures of counties, cities, and school districts
I Focuses on how individuals interact with their government, how they are
affected by government, and how they affect government

Paper / 560 pp. (approx.) / February 1994
Instructor's Manual and Computerized Test Item File available

THE PUBLIC AGENDA
Issues in American Politics
Third Edition
LAWRENCE G. BREWSTER, Golden Gate University
MICHAEL E. BROWN, California State University- Fullerton
Discusses the major public policy issues that face contemporary American
society, including crime, the economy, the health care crisis • Extensively
updated for this edition with new chapters on AIDS and on American foreign
policy in the post-Cold War world

Paper / 330 pp. /Just Published

PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP
Politics and Policymaking
Third Edition
GEORGE C. EDWARDS in, Texas A&M University
STEPHEN J.WAYNE, Georgetown University

Focuses on the principal relationships that affect the president when dealing
with public policy matters • Covers the history of the office, and the work
involved in leadership, consensus building, and policy making

Paper / 480 pp. (approx.) /January 1994

LESSONS FROM THE HILL
The Legislative Journey
of an Education Program
JANET M. MARTIN, Bowdoin College

Uses one case study — an amendment to provide funds for an educational
program designed to prevent school dropouts — to show how proposed
legislation becomes law I Explores the roles of interest groups as well as the
interaction between personnel in different branches of government • Based
on the author's own personal experience as a Congressional Fellow

Paper / 205 pp. /Just Published

St. Mar t i n ' s PreSS • College Division
175 Fifth Avenue, Dept. JR, New York, NY 10010
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T

from St. Martin's Press

\MM LAND OF IDOLS
Political Mythology in America
MICHAEL PARENT!
Explores the connection between the political beliefs of Americans and the
persistence of economic, social, and political inequality • Examines the roles
of political leaders, the economic system, the educational system, and the
media in shaping popular beliefs

Paper / 208 pp. /Just Published

THE MODERN PRESIDENCY
JAMES P. PFBFFNER, George Mason University

Emphasizes the major changes in the office in the past five decades, with
government becoming more activist and centralized • Focuses on the growth
of the bureaucracy, the concentration of power and prestige in the office, the
more direct connection between the president and the electorate, the
influence of the White House on public opinion, and media treatment of the
president • Brevity allows flexibility in a wide range of courses

Paper / 253 pp. /Just Published

ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS

ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS
Domestic and Global Dimensions
JACQUELINE VAUGHN SWITZER, Southern Oregon
State College

Written specifically for an undergraduate audience • Examines the politics
and public policy issues involved in environmental protection • Explores
both the domestic and international dimensions of environmental polities
Paper / 380 pp. /Just Published

Environment
and Society

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
The Enduring Conflict
ALLAN SCHNAIBERG, Northwestern University
KENNETH ALAN GOULD, St. Lawrence University

Focuses on the core conflicts between economic and socio-environmental
goals • Addresses the connection between the environment and social and
health issues throughout • Includes a succinct histoiy of environmental
movements, with a brief overview of movements in other industrial societies

Paper / 255 pp. /Just Published

I St. Martin's Press • College Division
175 Fifth Avenue, Dept. JR, New York, NY 10010
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New and Noteworthy

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/ BUREA UCRA CY

THE BUREAUCRATIC EXPERIENCE
A Critique of Life in the
Modern Organization
Fourth Edition
RALPH P. HUMMEL, University of Oklahoma

Features a number of different perspectives—sociological, cultural,
psychological, linguistic, cognitive, and political—to examine how
bureaucracies answer the needs of both employees and clients • Encourages
students to think about whether bureaucracies can be replaced or redesigned
to carry out their functions in a more efficient manner
Paper / 304 pp. (approx.) /January 1994

i

rrederu k S. u

CURRENT ISSUES
IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Fifth Edition
FREDERICK S. LANE, Baruch College, The City University
of New York

Presents 30 classic and contemporary readings (24 new to this edition) on
current issues in both theory and practice • New edition offers a stronger
focus on applied management issues, on public administration at the state
and local levels, and on issues that are important in the 1990s, including
ethics, sexual harassment, and total quality management

Paper / 474 pp. /Just Published

INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL
SCIENCE/COMPARATIVE POLITICS

POLITICS IN A CHANGING WORLD
A Comparative Introduction
to Political Science
MARCUS E. ETHRIDGE and HOWARD HANDELMAN,
both of the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

Focuses on the tools students need to understand political life during a time
of unprecedented political change • Surveys the major subdisciplines of
political science • Includes seven brief chapters that compare governmental
institutions, processes, and policies in selected countries
Cloth / 608 pp. (approx.) /Just Published
Instructor's Manual available
Computer software available upon adoption

St. Martin's Press • College Division
175 Fifth Avenue, Dept. JR, New York, NY 10010
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I from St. Martin's Press

NATIONS AND
GWERNMWK

(\nrtftarath-f Poittkx in Regiimat ff

Thomas M. Magstadt

NATIONS AND GOVERNMENTS
Comparative Politics
in Regional Perspective
Second Edition
THOMAS M. MAGSTADT, University of Nebraska at Kearney

Examines and compares the political settings, institutions, and trends in
representative countries from six major geopolitical regions of the world
• Extensively updated to reflect the changing political landscape, with
special focus on the disintegration of multiethnic states in Slavic Europe
Cloth / 560 pp. (approx.) /Just Published
Instructor's Manual available
Computer software available upon adoption

AMERICAN FOREIGN POIICY

Tin- NEW
POLITICS ,*
AMERICAN
FOREIGN
POLICY

THE NEW POLITICS
OF AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
DAVID A. DEESE, Boston College and Harvard University

Features 12 original essays on the politics involved in making American
foreign policy • Surveys major institutional and social/public inputs
• Argues that new issues, more actors, and a wider range of interests have
not necessarily made for a less effective policy-making process

Paper / 285 pp. /Just Published
A, DEhSH

P ISEI 8 6 31? si? SS jSS&rag

l l f w: I 1

PUZZLE PALACES
AND FOGGY BOTTOM
U.S. Foreign and Defense
Policy-Making in the 1990s
DONALD M. SNOW, University of Alabama
EUGENE BROWN, Lebanon Valley College

Covers all the major actors and institutions involved in the formulation of
foreign and defense policy • Examines how issues get on the agenda and
how different parties maneuver to influence policy

Paper / 281 pp. /Just Published

I St. Martin's Press • College Division
175 Fifth Avenue , Dept . JR, New York, NY 10010
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New and Noteworthy

THE

DOMEfflC
ISOURCES

BOF
CAN

EUGENE RwrroaapF

THE DOMESTIC SOURCES OF
AMERICAN FOREIGN POUCY
Insights and Evidence
Second Edition
EUGENE R. WITTKOPF, Louisiana State University

Features 23 essays, 20 of which are new, on the domestic forces that shape
the development of American foreign policy • Includes a comprehensive
survey of how public opinion, interest groups, the media, the intelligence
establishment, and the different branches of government impact the
formulation of foreign policy

Paper / 368 pp. (approx.) /January 1994

THE FUTURE OF
AMERICAN FOREIGN POUCY
Second Edition
EUGENE R. WITTKOPF, Louisiana State University

Focuses on the central questions that confront American foreign policy
makers in the post-Cold War, post-Soviet era • Three-part organization
describes America's foreign policy objectives, relationships with other states,
current and future capabilities • Brings together 26 essays, 21 new to this
edition and 5 written especially for this book

Paper / 359 pp. /Just Published

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

THE CAUSES AND
PREVENTION OF WAR
Second Edition
SEYOM BROWN, Brandeis University

Studies the phenomenon of war, as well as issues involved in the reduction
of international conflict • Applies the analytical tools of the behavioral and
social sciences to the study of international violence • Includes a new
chapter on ethnic conflict and civil war • Considers new developments in
world politics in terms of their influence on the potential for large-scale
violence

Paper / 288 pp. (approx.) /January 1994

St. Martin's Press • College Division
175 Fifth Avenue, Dcpt. JR, New York, NY 10010
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from St. Martin's Press

A MULTBPOLAR PEACE?
Great-Power Politics
in the Twenty-first Century
CHARLES W. KEGLEY, JR., University of South Carolina
GREGORY A. RAYMOND, Boise State University
Examines the prospects for peace in the post-Cold War world • Considers how
regional alliances, the UN, and other international organizations might have a role
in minimizing conflict in the multipolar world • Challenges prevailing notions
about the lessons of the Cold War as well as the potential for the future
Paper / 320 pp. (approx.) /January 1994

WORLD SECURITY
Challenges for a New Century
Second Edition
MICHAEL T. KLARE, Hampshire College
DANIEL C. THOMAS, Cornell University
Features 18 original essays and 1 previously published essay that offer a globalist
perspective on topics that will influence peace and security into the next century
• New topics include global violence against women, the future of the former
Soviet states, and population growth
Paper / 408 pp. /Just Published

STATES VERSUS MARKETS
History, Geography, and the Development of the
International Political Economy
HERMAN M. SCHWARTZ, University of Virginia
Focuses on the struggles of states as they have dealt with changing world markets
• Provides a historical and geographic perspective on the development of the
modern international political economy • Examines how changes in world markets
have tended to cause economic and political instability within states
Paper / 368 pp. (approx.) /January 1994

AT ISSUE
Politics in the World Arena
Seventh Edition
STEVEN L. SPIEGEL and DAVID J. PERVIN, both of the University
of California, Los Angeles
Contains 33 readings by leading scholars and writers on contemporary issues in
world politics • All but one of the articles are new to this edition, virtually all were
published in the past two years • Essays reflect changes in global balance of
power since the breakup of the Soviet Union
Paper/ 520 pp. /Just Published

St. Martin's PreSS • College Division
175 F i f t h A v e n u e , D e p t . JR, N e w Y o r k , NY 10010
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WINNER
1992 RICHARD E. NEUSTADT AWARD

AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

FOLLOW

LEADER

PAUL BRACK
BARBARA HINCKLFY

"A richly textured, fascinating book about the impact of public opinion and
opinion polls on the American presidency. Anyone concerned with the health
of the American polity will want to give this thought-provoking work serious
consideration." —FRED I. GREENSTEIN, Princeton University

"A remarkably perceptive evaluation of the president and public opinion-and
a very troubling one. Every citizen should read this book and shiver."

—THEODORE LOWI, Cornell University

At bookstores or from

1m BasicBooks
A Division of HarperCollins/'aWM&ers
10 E. 53rd St., New York, NY 10022
Toll-free with credit card 1-800-331-3761
Available in Canada from HarperGdlimCanadaLtd
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Nominations Sought for Managing Editor

of

American Political Science Review

In July 1995 APSR Managing Editor G. Bingham Powell, Jr.'s four-year term will
end. The Council has appointed a search committee to work with APSA President
Charles O. Jones to identify Powell's successor.

The Council will elect the next editor at its August 31, 1994 meeting after learning of
the Search Committee's deliberations and hearing the recommendation of the President.
The new editor will begin mid-summer 1995.

The purpose of this notice is to invite you to submit suggestions for editor to the Search
Committee. Please send your nominations to the APSA headquarters by December 15.
1993.

Members of the Search Committee are:

Emanuel Adler, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Jean Bethke Elshtain, Vanderbilt University
John Hibbing, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Matthew Holden, University of Virginia
Keith Krehbiel, Stanford University
G. Bingham Powell, Jr., University of Rochester
Kay Schlozman, Boston College
Sidney Verba, Harvard University, Chair
Charles O. Jones, University of Wisconsin-Madison, ex officio

Please send nominations to: APSR Managing Editor Search Committee, 1527 New
Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036. Fax (202)483-2657.
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Texts and Canons: The Status
of the "Great Books" in
Political Science
Arlene W. Saxonhouse,
University of Michigan

Political Theory in the 1980s:
Perplexity Amidst Diversity
William Galston, University of
Maryland

Feminist Challenges to Political
Science
Susan J. Carroll and
Linda M.G.Zerilli,
Rutgers University

Formal Rational Choice
Theory: A Cumulative
Science of Politics
David Lalman,
Joe Oppenheimer, and
Piotr Swistak,
University of Maryland

The Comparative Method
David Collier, University of
California-Berkeley

The State of Quantitative
Political Methodology
Larry M. Bartels, Princeton
University and Henry £ Brady,
University of California-
Berkeley

Comparative Political Parties:
Research and Theory
Kenneth Janda, Northwestern
University

The Not So Simple Act of Voting
RussellJ.Dalton and
Martin P. Wattenberg,
University of California-Irvine

The New Look in Public Opinion
Research
PaulM. Sniderman, Stanford
University

New Edition...
New Contributors,

Political Science:

TheState *
of the •.
Discipline II

Edited by I

Ada W. Finifter
6 3 American Political Science Association

ORDER FORM
• Please send me. . copies of Political Science:

The State of the Discipline II.
• My check is enclosed for $
• Charge my: • MasterCard • VISA Exp. date:.

Card No.:j~TTT
Copies are $30 for members, $45 lor nonmembers.
Add Postage and Handling as follows: $5.00 for U.S. Domestic or
International Surface; $7.00 Canada; $25.00 International Airmail
For bulk purchase information, contact APSA.

Orders must be prepaid
Name
Address

City/State/Zip

Daytime Phone #:

Return this form with check or credit card order to.

Publications/APSA
1527 New Hampshire Awe., NW
Washington, DC 20036

Expanding Disciplinary
Boundaries: Black, Latino, and
Racial Minority Group Politics in
Political Science
Paula D, McClain, University of
Virginia and John A. Garcia,
University of Arizona

Citizens, Contexts, and Politics
Robert Huckfeldt, Indiana
University and John Sprague,
Washington University

Political Communication:
Scope, Progress, Promise
Doris Graber, University of
Illinois at Chicago

Legislatures: Individual
Purpose and Institutional
Performance
Michael L Mezey,
DePaul University

Public Law and Judicial Politics
Martin Shapiro, University of
California-Berkeley

Political Executives and Their
Officials
Colin Campbell, S.J.,
Georgetown University

Public Administration: The State
of the Field
Donald F. Kettl, University of
Wisconsin

Comparative Politics
Ronald Rogowski, University of
California-Los Angeles

Global Political Economy
James A, Caporaso, University
of Washington

Political Conflict, War, and
Peace
JacekKugler, TheClaremont
Graduate School
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CHATHAM HOUSE PUBLISHERS, INC.
Box One, Chatham, NJ 07928 Phone: (201) 635-2059 Fax: (201) 635-9366

ABORTION AND AMERICAN POLITICS
Barbara Hinkson Craig, Wesleyan University, and David M. O'Brien,
University of Virginia
•Although it almost certainly won't get much credit for it, this is a near-perfect example of that rara avis,
the impartial report on a white-hot public issue. Each chapter is full of meaningful quotation and value-
neutral elucidation, and each is written in a rainwater-clear prose that makes the book nonpareil for learn-
ing what, in terms of law and public policy, abortion in the U.S. is all about. ALA Booklist

* Abortion and American Politics provides a superb user manual for those befuddled by the depth of feeling
of activists on both sides of this issue. It also outlines cogently how the system might overcome the seem-
ingly insuperable obstacles to reconciliation. Colin Campbell, Georgetown University

*This is an outstandingly lucid and sustained analysis of the politics of abortion rights. A comprehensive
resource covering all of the important constitutional cases related to abortion rights. The lines of legal
argument and crucial quotations are brought together in a well organized and thorough fashion. An in-
valuable supplement for courses on women and politics and constitutional law.

Kathleen Knight, University of Houston

*Few issues have roiled the waters of American politics in recent years as much as abortion. Finally, thanks
to Craig and O'Brien, we have a study which ably explores this issue in all of its primary dimensions:
the courts and their key rulings; the interest group struggles; state and national politics; and public opin-
ion. Craig and O'Brien have brought it all together superbly.

Everett Carll Ladd, University of Connecticut

*In the tradition of Gideon's Trumpet, Craig and O'Brien chronicle the abortion debate and its pervasive
and enduring role in American politics. Not surprisingly, given the authors' expertise, this is certain to
become the book to read for anyone trying to understand this controversial issue.

Karen O'Connor, Emory University

*An illuminating and well written study that accomplishes what the authors promise: It vividly illustrates
how our political institutions actually operate. It would be appropriate for use in a broad array of American
politics courses. Barbara Sinclair, University of California, Riverside

* Abortion and American Politics is superb, far and away the best book on the topic available. Even more
telling, it is one of the two or three best general treatments of the impact of the U.S. Supreme Court on
American government published in the past decade. It is perfect for use in a wide range of political science
courses. Alec Stone, University of California, Irvine

*Finally, with Abortion and American Politics, Craig and O'Brien move beyond polemics and hyperbole
to give us a dispassionate and unbiased analysis of abortion as a political issue on which honorable men
and women can disagree. A welcome contribution to the literature.

Raymond Tatalovich, Loyola University Chicago

T h i s volume fills an important but mostly overlooked niche and need in the abortion literature — the study
of abortion law combined with the study of abortion politics. Craig and O'Brien . . . succeed in revealing
new insights on a subject that has been often scrutinized but rarely as well understood. Choice
0-934540-89-6 $19.95 paper 0-934540-88-8 $30.00 cloth
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